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Abstract19

Boreal forests are often managed to maximize wood production, but other

goals, among which climate change mitigation, are increasingly important.

Examining synergies and trade-offs between forest production and its poten-

tial for carbon sequestration and climate change mitigation in forest stands

requires explicitly accounting for how long forest ecosystems and wood prod-

ucts retain carbon from the atmosphere (i.e., the carbon transit time). We

propose a novel mass-balanced process-based compartmental model that al-

lows following the carbon path from its photosynthetical fixation until its

return to the atmosphere by autotrophic or heterotrophic respiration, or by

being burnt as wood product. We investigate four management scenarios:

mixed-aged pine, even-aged pine, even-aged spruce, and even-aged mixed

forest. The even-aged clear-cut based scenarios reduced the carbon amount

in the system by one third in the first 18 yr. Considering only the amount

of carbon stored in the ecosystem, these initial losses are compensated after

42 − 45 yr. At the end of an 80 yr rotation, the even-aged forests hold up

to 31 % more carbon than the the mixed-aged forest. However, mixed-aged
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forest management is superior to even-aged forest management during al-

most the entire rotation when factoring in the carbon retention time away

from the atmosphere, i.e., in terms of climate change mitigation potential.

Importantly, scenarios that maximize production or amount of carbon stored

in the ecosystems are not necessarily the most beneficial for carbon reten-

tion away from the atmosphere. These results underline the importance of

considering carbon transit time when evaluating forest management options

for potential climate change mitigation and hence explicitly tracking carbon

in the system, e.g. via models like the one developed here.
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1. Introduction31

Boreal forests are one of the largest biomes on Earth and strongly regulate32

global climate through land-surface energy, water and carbon cycles (Bonan,33

2008, Chapin III et al., 2000, Baldocchi et al., 2000). These forests are in large34

part managed (Högberg et al., 2021), often to maximize timber production35

and economic income (Millennium ecosystem assessment, 2005). They com-36

prise approximately 45 % of the global stock of growing timber (Vanhanen37
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et al., 2012), contributing to the economic well-being and cultural heritage38

of the Nordic societies (Millennium ecosystem assessment, 2005, Vanhanen39

et al., 2012) and providing numerous ecosystem services (Maes et al., 2016,40

Vihervaara et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the focus on production has led to41

degradation of other important services, among which climate regulation,42

collectable goods, recreation, water regulation and purification, maintenance43

of soil productivity and air-quality regulation (Pohjanmies et al., 2017).44

There is an increasing commitment to more sustainable forest manage-45

ment and preserving ecosystem services (Larsen et al., 2022, Kellomäki,46

2022). There is also an increasing interest in carbon sequestration by bo-47

real forests, to support the rapid net emission reductions required to avoid48

exceeding global tipping points of the climate system (Lenton et al., 2008).49

Indeed, boreal forests have potential for climate change mitigation by hold-50

ing CO2 away from the atmosphere stored as carbon for long periods (Pan51

et al., 2011). To which extent carbon retention potential and wood produc-52

tion clash is a key question when planning management strategies for the53

future.54

To evaluate the potential for climate change mitigation of forest man-55

agements we need to quantify the forest’s wood production and subsequent56

fate of harvested wood products and the associated carbon. A commonly57

employed metric of carbon sequestration is the net ecosystem carbon gain58

over a certain amount of time (Pukkala, 2020, Sterck et al., 2021). This59

metric ignores the carbon transit time outside the atmosphere, i.e., the time60

span between the carbon fixation via photosynthesis and its release back to61

the atmosphere. Yet, the transit time is the period during which this carbon62

does not contribute to the radiative effects of greenhouse gases emitted to the63

atmosphere (i.e., the Global Warming Potential; Shine et al. 1990). Know-64

ing both the amount and time the carbon spends outside the atmosphere is65

key to quantify the avoided radiative effect (Sierra et al., 2021) by storing66

the carbon in ecosystems or wood products, and hence the climate change67
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mitigation potential. Also the fate of harvested carbon and of legacy carbon,68

i.e., carbon already in the ecosystem and wood products at the beginning of69

the forest management cycle, needs to be considered. Harvested carbon does70

not immediately return to the atmosphere but spends considerable time as71

wood products (Schulze et al., 2020), potentially defining whether ultimately72

a managed forest is a carbon source or sink (Liski et al., 2001). The fate73

of legacy carbon is of particular relevance to climate change mitigation po-74

tential when management is applied to old-growth forests (Luyssaert et al.,75

2008). Despite their importance for climate change mitigation, these aspects76

have so far not been jointly and systematically quantified when assessing77

alternative forest management scenarios.78

Forest management strategies differ in their synergies and trade-offs among79

economic, biodiversity, and climate change mitigation targets (Pohjanmies80

et al., 2017). Currently, the predominant approach to timber production81

in boreal forests is even-aged forestry with one to three thinnings to pro-82

mote tree growth, followed by a clear cut at the end of the rotation and83

subsequent regeneration (Pohjanmies et al., 2017). Selection harvesting to84

maintain continuous forest cover of mixed-age, mixed-size and multi-species85

stands have been suggested as alternatives to better address environmental86

and societal concerns stemming from even-aged management (Kuuluvainen87

et al., 2012, Larsen et al., 2022, Kellomäki, 2022). Selection harvesting (also88

called mixed-aged/uneven-aged management or continuous-cover manage-89

ment) better mimics natural disturbances than clear-cut based harvesting,90

in regions where stand-replacing natural disturbances are uncommon (e.g., in91

Fennoscandia) (Gromtsev, 2002, Shorohova et al., 2009, Kuuluvainen et al.,92

2011). Even where stand-replacing disturbances (e.g., wildfires) occur, clear-93

cut based harvesting does not ensure a suitable share of late-successional94

forest (Bergeron et al., 2004).95

The consequences of age and species diversity for production are site-96

and species-specific (Pukkala et al., 2009, Mikola, 1984, Lähde et al., 2010,97
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Huuskonen et al., 2021, Holmström et al., 2018). Results are also mixed98

regarding ecological and economical outcomes, and dependent on spatial99

and temporal timescales considered and the quantification approach (Ku-100

uluvainen et al., 2012). Furthermore, how even-aged and mixed-aged and101

mixed-species management strategies differ in their climate change mitiga-102

tion potential remains unclear if considering only the amount of carbon se-103

questered and not also the transit time. Importantly, we do not know whether104

and to what extent ensuring both short- and long-term carbon sequestration105

reduces biomass and/or wood production Pohjanmies et al. (2017).106

The decade-long time scales typical for boreal forest rotation make mod-107

elling a powerful tool to evaluate the effects of management choices on spe-108

cific services. Most ecological growth and yield models of boreal forests109

focus mainly on wood production (SORTIE, Pacala et al. 1996; CROBAS,110

Mäkelä 1997; 3PG, Landsberg and Waring 1997) and less frequently on car-111

bon sequestration (Pukkala 2014, Pukkala 2020). Furthermore, most ex-112

isting models are conceptualized for even-aged management (Kuuluvainen113

et al., 2012) and do not allow to explore mixed-species or mixed-aged stands114

(e.g. Hynynen et al., 2002). Models of forest growth applicable to both even-115

and mixed-aged stands generally compute diameter increment or distribution116

without accounting for carbon fluxes between tree organs (Kolström, 1993,117

Martin Bollands̊as et al., 2008, Pukkala et al., 2009). Importantly, none of118

these models allows to track carbon and compute the transit time, i.e., the119

time that the carbon spends away from the atmosphere, including the role120

of the fate of harvested wood products. For an effective quantification of cli-121

mate change mitigation potential, we need a model that describes the carbon122

stocks and fluxes in the forest during the entire rotation and beyond, includ-123

ing the legacy carbon from before the beginning of the rotation and wood124

product use after harvest. The model also needs to allow the exploration of125

a variety of management scenarios, including mixed-aged and mixed-species126

ones.127
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Here we develop a model that follows the carbon path from the moment128

of its photosynthetic fixation from the atmosphere, through its fate in the129

forest, until the moment it returns to the atmosphere by respiration or wood-130

product burning. With the help of this model, we quantify wood production,131

carbon sequestration, and the climate change mitigation potential based on132

carbon transit time. We ask:133

• How do management scenarios rank differently when considering tran-134

sit time-based climate change mitigation potential vs carbon seques-135

tration?136

• How important is the fate of harvested wood products when assessing137

carbon sequestration and climate change mitigation potential?138

• Are there trade-offs across management scenarios between the capacity139

of forests to produce biomass and sequester carbon and keep it away140

from the atmosphere ?141

While our model is general, we here focus on pure and mixed Scots pine (Pi-142

nus sylvestris) and Norway spruce (Picea abies) stands under current climate143

conditions for southern Finland. As examples, we consider four management144

scenarios during an 80 yr rotation: a continuous-cover, mixed-age pine forest145

and even-aged mono- (pine or spruce), or mixed-species (pine and spruce)146

stands established after clear-cutting.147
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2. Materials and methods148

We develop and parameterize a mass-balanced, process-based compart-149

mental model, where the forest and wood-product carbon cycle is described150

by a system of nonlinear nonautonomous ordinary differential equations (Sec-151

tion 2.1). To demonstrate the model capabilities, we compare four boreal152

forest management scenarios (Section 2.3), with reference to their wood pro-153

duction and carbon sequestration as net carbon gain. We also evaluate the154

climate change mitigation potential based on the carbon transit time, i.e.,155

the time during which the carbon remains in the system and hence away156

from the atmosphere (Section 2.2).157

2.1. Model description158

The model describes the carbon dynamics in a horizontally homogeneous159

forest stand comprising n different MeanTrees competing for light. Each160

MeanTree i represents a cohort of trees of density Ni (ha−1), identical in161

species, age, and size. Different MeanTrees can differ in these properties,162

allowing to describe not only even-aged mono-specific forest stands, but also163

mixed-aged and/or mixed-species stands. The carbon dynamics and growth164

of each MeanTree are modeled combining a physiologically-based carbon fix-165

ation and statistical descriptions of the tree allometry. For the allometry, we166

developed an extension of the Allometrically Constrained Growth and Car-167

bon Allocation model (ACGCA, Ogle and Pacala, 2009). Compared with168

the original formulation, our novel allometric description explicitly considers169

the carbon allocation to tree organs based on statistical allometries derived170

from large experimental data (Lehtonen, 2005, Repola, 2009, Repola and171

Ahnlund Ulvcrona, 2014). The model describes carbon stocks and fluxes172

entering the system via photosynthetic CO2 fixation and then exchanged173

among the carbon pools within each MeanTree, three soil carbon pools and174

two wood-product carbon pools, and eventually released back to the atmo-175

sphere. The key state variables of the model are the carbon contents of each176
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pool (Table 1).177

The model consists of four inter-linked modules: 1) a photosynthesis178

module, computing the annual gross primary productivity of each MeanTree179

(GPPi), based on the Atmosphere-Plant Exchange Simulator (APES, Lau-180

niainen et al. 2015); 2) a tree module, allocating GPPi to the organs of181

MeanTree i as structural and nonstructural biomass, describing tree-internal182

and -external fluxes such as growth and maintenance respiration and tissue183

turnover based on the Allometrically Constrained Growth and Allocation184

Model (ACGCA, Ogle and Pacala 2009) but with carbon allocation driven185

by statistical allometries derived from forest inventory data; 3) a soil carbon186

module; and 4) a forest management module, describing the rules for plant-187

ing and harvesting of MeanTrees (Fig. 1) in specific scenarios and the fate188

of harvested wood as wood products. The photosynthesis module is solved189

at half-hourly timescale, while the other modules have annual time step.190

The complete model description and its parameterization is provided in the191

Supplementary Information (SI, Section A): only the most salient features192

are discussed here. Environmental conditions (model forcing) and carbon193

dynamics parameters are provided in SI, Section B.194

2.1.1. Photosynthesis module195

The photosynthesis module (SI, Section A.1) computes carbon and wa-196

ter fluxes in the forest stand, considering competition for light among the197

MeanTrees. The module provides the MeanTree annual GPPi - the carbon198

input to the tree module. The stand structure, i.e., the maximum leaf-area199

index (LAI) and leaf-area density profiles and heights of each MeanTree, are200

provided by the tree module (Section 2.1.2) at the beginning of each year.201

The light environment and leaf photosynthesis and transpiration rates are202

solved separately for the sunlit and shaded parts of each canopy layer (1 m203

height each), using well-established biogeochemical models and stomatal op-204

timality principles (Farquhar et al., 1980, Medlyn et al., 2012, Launiainen205

et al., 2015). The photosynthesis module includes sub-models to account206
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Tree carbon pools
E transient, available for growth and maintenance
BL leaf biomass
CL labile, stored as leaf glucose
BR fine root biomass
CR labile, stored as root glucose
BOS “other” sapwood
BOH “other” heartwood
BTS trunk sapwood
BTH trunk heartwood
CS labile, stored as sapwood glucose

Soil carbon pools
Litter fast litter
CWD coarse woody debris
SOC soil organic carbon

Wood-product carbon pools
WPS short-lasting wood products
WPL long-lasting wood products

Table 1: State variables of the different model components (gC m−2).
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Figure 1: Scheme of the model. Several MeanTrees (green boxes) interact with the soil
components (dark green box) and the wood product components (brown box). The at-
mospheric conditions are the forcing of the carbon dynamics. The photosynthesis module
quantifies for each MeanTree i the annual GPPi to be distributed to ten tree carbon com-
partments (carbon pools shown in Fig. 2). Management decisions (i.e., planting, thinning,
and cutting) are applied to each MeanTree and affect the stand composition and tree
carbon distribution to soil and wood-product pools.

for the seasonal leaf-area dynamics and photosynthetic acclimation (Launi-207

ainen et al., 2015, 2019), and the feedback of restricted soil water availability208

in the root zone to leaf gas-exchange (Launiainen et al., 2022). The root209

zone is described as a single water storage and is equally accessible to each210

MeanTree.211

2.1.2. Tree module212

The tree module (SI, Section A.2) describes the partitioning of the annual213

GPP to maintenance and growth of a MeanTree’s organs (Fig. 2). All tree214

module variables are shown in SI, Table A.2.215

Each MeanTree has ten carbon pools, representing structural (B) and216

nonstructural (C) carbon in leaves (BL, CL), fine roots (BR, CR), coarse roots217

and branches (subscript O, i.e., “other”) sapwood (BOS), and heartwood218

(BOH), as well as the trunk (subscript T) sapwood (BTS) and heartwood219

(BTH). Coarse roots and branches and the trunk share a single nonstructural220

labile storage pool CS, and carbon input from photosynthesis is temporarily221

stored in a transient pool E.222
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Figure 2: Complete carbon model of a MeanTree. Symbols inside the pools are the state
variables of the model’s tree module (Table 1). In the “static” and “shrinking” states,
there is an additional flux from the labile carbon storage (CS) to BOS to support the
regrowth of “other” wood. The the associated growth respiration flux leaves from CS

(dashed arrows).

At the beginning of the new year, the GPP from the previous year is223

placed in the transient pool E. Losses from this pool occur via mainte-224

nance respiration (RM) of leaves, fine roots, sapwood, and growth respiration.225

Respired tree carbon returns directly to the atmosphere. Tissues are also lost226

at tissue-specific rates due to senescence. When senescing biomass leaves the227

MeanTree, the associated carbon in the labile storage pool returns to the228

transient pool E, where it becomes available again for allocation during the229

subsequent year.230

Thinning and cutting events reduce the number of trees (Ni) represented231

by a MeanTreei. Part of the carbon stored in the harvested biomass is turned232

into short- (WPS) or long-lasting (WPL) wood products (SI, Section A.5),233

while the cutting residues are either left on site (litter input for soil module)234

or can become short-lasting bioenergy (part of WPS) .235

The amount of carbon available for allocation after the annual mainte-236

nance respiration is Calloc ∆t := E−RM ∆t, where ∆t = 1 yr. When the tree237

is healthy, its allocation to labile storage, tissue growth, and growth respira-238
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tion is based on species-specific statistical models describing the dependence239

of the MeanTree organs’ biomasses on its diameter at breast height (dbh) (SI,240

Section A.3.1. These data-driven dynamic relationships overcome a limita-241

tion of the original ACGCA model, where the tree allometries were defined242

by time-invariant parameter values (SI, Section A.3.2). For simplicity, the243

species-specific fine root-to-leaf biomass ratio ρRL is assumed constant.244

With the allometrically-based information on tree organ biomasses based245

on dbh, we apply an iterative root-search algorithm to identify the annual246

radial growth ∆dbh such that all available carbon (Calloc ∆t) is used to re-247

grow tissue lost by senescence and to grow new tissue. The density ρW of248

newly produced sapwood and the sapwood to heartwood ratio are deter-249

mined dynamically so that the trunk biomass follows the external allometric250

relationships.251

The carbon allocated to leaves is split in three components, tissue growth252

(BL), transfer into the labile storage pool (CL), and growth respiration (GL),253

so that the ratio of labile storage to leaf structural biomass remains constant254

(δL). The same approach is applied to fine roots (BR, CR, δR). Conversely,255

for “other” and trunk, who share a common labile storage pool (CS), the256

ratio of labile storage to structural biomass is variable and depends on the257

density of newly produced sapwood (ρW ) and species-dependent sapwood258

parameters (SI, Tables A.3 and A.4). Additional carbon fluxes within the259

MeanTree are related to labile storage returning to the transient pool when260

associated structural biomass is lost due to senescence.261

Should the available photosynthetic carbon input be low, the tree reverts262

to a “static” physiological state (see SI, Section A.4), in which the regrowth263

of senescent leaves and fine roots is prioritized, and with ∆dbh = 0 the264

regrowth of lost sapwood and heartwood of coarse roots and branches exploits265

carbon resources from the labile storage pool CS. If Calloc ∆t is insufficient266

to cover the costs of replacement of senescing leaves and fine roots, the tree267

switches to a “shrinking” state, where the tree loses leaf and fine root biomass268
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proportionally to the needs, while “other” organs are regrown from the labile269

storage. If in subsequent years Calloc ∆t is again sufficient to cover all the270

carbon needs (e.g., due to stand management or favorable environmental271

conditions), the tree reverts directly to the “healthy” state. If instead the272

GPP remains low, and the labile carbon storage CS depletes, the MeanTree273

dies.274

2.1.3. Soil module275

The soil module (Fig. 1; SI, Section A.7) describes soil carbon dynamics276

based on three pools: fast decomposing litter (Litter), slowly decomposing277

coarse woody debris (CWD), and soil organic carbon (SOC). We included a278

single soil organic carbon pool because we focus on carbon in the topsoil. Our279

interest in yearly to decadal timescales limits the need for a separation into280

fast and slow decomposing soil organic carbon pools (Manzoni and Porporato,281

2009). The carbon input from the MeanTrees’ senescing leaves and fine roots282

enters the soil module as litter fall through the Litter pool, while sapwood283

and heartwood carbon due to senescence enter the coarse woody debris pool284

(CWD). Further soil carbon input occurs from cutting residues that are not285

removed from the ecosystem (see SI, Section A.5).286

For simplicity, the decay rates and transfer coefficients between pools are287

set constant, i.e., we currently neglect the role of inter-annual climatic vari-288

ability. Decomposing carbon from Litter and CWD is partly directly respired289

to the atmosphere and partly moved to SOC, from where it is eventually290

respired.291

2.1.4. Management and wood product module292

The forest management module defines the management actions applied293

to MeanTrees in the stand. Management includes i) initial planting of new294

MeanTrees of given species and initial size (dbhi) at a density Ni; ii) thinning295

(i.e., partial reduction of a MeanTree’s Ni); iii) cutting (complete removal296

of the MeanTree), and iv) potential replanting of a new MeanTree after297
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cutting. The cutting can be planned or caused by the death of the MeanTree,298

which happens when in the “shrinking” state the labile storage pool (CS) is299

depleted.300

When a tree in a stand is removed by thinning or cutting, the tree carbon301

is transferred to the soil and to short- and long-term wood-product pools302

depending on the tree’s species, size and its taper curve (see SI, Section A.5).303

The carbon transferred to wood-product pools is removed from the stand.304

2.1.5. Mathematical formulation of the model305

The model can mathematically be represented as a compartmental system

(Anderson, 1983, Jacquez and Simon, 1993, Luo and Weng, 2011, Sierra and

Müller, 2015, Sierra et al., 2018) and described by a d-dimensional system of

nonlinear and nonautonomous ordinary differential equations,

d

d t
x(t) = B(x(t), t) x(t) + u(x(t), t), t > 0,

x(0) = x0.
(1)

Here x(t) ∈ Rd (gC m−2) is the vector of carbon pools at time t ≥ 0306

(yr), x0 gives their initial sizes at time t = 0 and the vector-valued func-307

tion u (gC m−2 yr−1) represents the gross photosynthetic input to the system308

(GPP =
∑n

i=1 GPPi). The matrix-valued function B (compartmental ma-309

trix) governs the internal carbon cycling and the release of carbon from the310

system to the atmosphere. The matrix entry Bij denotes the rate of carbon311

transferred from pool j to pool i. The dimension of the equation system is312

d = 10n + 3 + 2, comprising ten pools for each of the n MeanTrees, three313

soil carbon pools, and two wood-product pools.314

Fluxes (gC m−2 yr−1) from pool j to pool i at time t are given by

Fij(t) = Bij(x(t), t)xj(t), t ≥ 0. (2)

By running the (discretely implemented) model and storing all pool sizes and315
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fluxes through time, we can reconstruct the compartmental matrices B(tk)316

(Metzler et al., 2020) for all time steps tk. This allows us to compute the317

transit times of carbon through the system (Rasmussen et al., 2016, Metzler318

et al., 2018) and to quantify the climate change mitigation potential of the319

system (Bolin and Rodhe, 1973, Sierra et al., 2017, 2021) (see Section 2.2.2).320

The solution of Eq. (1) is given by (Brockett, 2015, Theorem 1.6.1)

x(t) = Φ(t, 0) x0 +

t∫
0

Φ(t, τ) u(τ) dτ, (3)

where the first term on the right hand side is the remaining legacy carbon

at time t and the second term is the amount of carbon that has entered the

system and remained since the beginning of the simulation. Legacy carbon,

given by x0, is the initial amount in the vegetation biomass, the soil, and

the wood products at time t = 0. The matrix-valued function Φ denotes

the state-transition operator given as the numerical solution of the matrix

equation
d

d t
Φ(t, s) = B(t) Φ(t, s), 0 < s ≤ t,

Φ(s, s) = I,
(4)

where I is the identity matrix. For a vector x(s) of carbon stocks in different321

pools at time s, the vector Φ(t, s) x(s) describes the remaining mass (not yet322

returned to the atmosphere) and its distribution over the pools at time t ≥ s.323

2.2. Performance metrics for management scenarios324

We assess the performance of alternative scenarios by measuring their325

wood production, carbon sequestration and climate change mitigation po-326

tential.327

2.2.1. Wood production328

The short-lasting (YS) and long-lasting (YL) wood-product yields until

time T are quantified as the integrated carbon fluxes entering the short-
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and long-lasting wood-product pools (WPS and WPL), respectively. Let S

and L be the indices of WPS and WPL in the carbon content vector x, i.e.,

xS = WPS and xL = WPL. Then

YS(T ) =

T∫
0

∑
j 6=S

BSj(t)xj(t) dt and

YL(T ) =

T∫
0

∑
j 6=L

BLj(t)xj(t) dt.

(5)

2.2.2. Carbon sequestration and climate change mitigation potential329

We quantify carbon sequestration and the potential for climate change330

mitigation via three metrics, measuring the net carbon gain and the time331

that carbon is held in the system (i.e., away from the atmosphere). We332

contrast the results relative to the entire system (including wood products)333

with those for the forest stand only, because the wood products can be a334

crucial factor for whether a forest stand subject to a specific management335

scenario is a carbon sink or source (Liski et al., 2001).336

We measure carbon sequestration via the Integrated Net Carbon Balance

(INCB). At time T , INCB(T ) quantifies the net gain or loss over a certain

time interval [0, T ], but without considering when the carbon uptake or re-

lease have taken place. It is quantified as the integrated carbon inputs to the

system minus the integrated outputs from the system over a certain period

of time. The INCB can also be described as the total carbon stocks at time

T minus the total stocks at time t = 0. Hence,

INCB(T ) =

T∫
0

‖u(t)− r(t)‖ dt = ‖x(T )‖ − ‖x0‖, (6)

where the carbon inputs at a generic time t are given by ‖u(t)‖, with ‖u(t)‖ =
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∑
i |ui(t)|, and the carbon outputs from pool j are given by

rj(t) = −
∑
i

Bij(t)xj(t). (7)

A second metric is the Integrated Inputs Transit Time (IITT, called CS

in Sierra et al. 2021). It accounts both for the amount of photosynthetically

fixed carbon during the rotation and for the time that this carbon spends

outside the atmosphere (i.e., not acting as greenhouse gas), but ignores the

storage and release of legacy carbon. The IITT up to time T is given by

IITT(T ) =

T∫
0

t∫
0

‖Φ(t, τ) u(τ)‖ dτ dt. (8)

To overcome the limitation of IITT not considering legacy carbon, we

consider a third metric, the Integrated Carbon Stocks (ICS), based on the

same concept as IITT, but including also the fate of legacy carbon, which is

treated as entering the system at t = 0. The ICS is computed as

ICS(T ) =

T∫
0

‖Φ(t, 0) x0‖ dt+ IITT(T ) =

T∫
0

‖x(t)‖ dt. (9)

While the dimension of INCB is mass, the dimension of both IITT and337

ICS is mass × time, because we integrate a mass over time. All three quan-338

tities increase as more carbon enters the system, but only the latter two339

increase if this carbon spends more time in the system. Consequently, IITT340

and ICS can be used to effectively assess climate change mitigation potential,341

while INCB is suitable only to quantify carbon sequestration.342

2.3. Simulations and management scenarios343

Starting with empty carbon pools, a common 160 yr spinup (SI, Sec-344

tion C) consisting of a mono-specific mixed-aged pine forest of four MeanTrees345
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is run to initialize the stand structure and tree, soil and wood-product carbon346

pools (C). From this single initial state, we consider alternative management347

scenarios leading to different stand compositions:348

• Mixed-aged pine stand349

We maintain a mixed-aged pine stand with a continuous canopy cover.350

At the beginning of the rotation, the oldest MeanTree from the spinup351

is cut and replanted. Thereafter, every 20 yr the oldest MeanTree is352

cut and replanted, thus maintaining four MeanTrees of ages ranging353

from 0 to 80 yr and differing among them by 20 yr.354

• Even-aged single-species stand (pine or spruce)355

After a clear-cut of the spinup stand, four MeanTree pines (or spruces)356

are replanted. We use four slightly differently sized MeanTrees at plant-357

ing (dbh = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 cm) to approximate the initial size distribu-358

tion. The effects of small initial size differences can compound in time359

due to unequal access to light.360

• Even-aged mixed-species (pine and spruce) stand361

After a clear-cut of the spinup stand, we plant two pine MeanTrees and362

two spruce MeanTrees. For both species the initial dbh values are 1.2363

and 1.4 cm.364

In all even-aged scenarios, the MeanTree i initially comprisesNi = 500 ha−1365

identical trees, while in the mixed-aged scenario Ni = 375 ha−1. All scenarios366

start with the same initial condition, last for 80 yr, and end with a final felling367

of all trees, where all tree carbon is transferred to soil- or wood-product pools.368

The same environmental forcing is used in all simulations, consisting of re-369

cycled 20 yr meteorological data from Hyytiälä SMEAR II-research station370

(61.51◦N, 24.00◦E) in Southern Finland (Launiainen et al., 2022).371

In even-aged scenarios a pre-commercial thinning is executed as soon as372

the mean tree height reaches 3.0 m. All MeanTrees are then equally thinned373

such that the total stand density is reduced from 2000 to 1500 trees per374
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hectare, which equals the stand density of the mixed-aged scenario. When375

the stand basal area (SBA) reaches 25 m2 ha−1 during any simulation, all376

MeanTrees are uniformly thinned to reduce SBA to 18 m2 ha−1, resembling377

current recommendations in Finland (Kellomäki, 2022, Kellomäki et al., 2008,378

Yrjölä, 2002). Such thinning is skipped if a scheduled cutting (in the mixed-379

aged pine scenario) or the final felling (in all simulations) is planned for380

within the following 10 yr.381

In the mixed-aged pine scenario, when a MeanTree i is cut, it is replanted382

at density Ni = 375 trees per hectare with a delay of 4 yr. This delay in383

replanting is implemented because the allometric relationships used here are384

not valid below dbh = 1.0 cm. Hence, the four years of delay approximate385

the time that seedlings need to grow to a size of dbh = 1.0 cm.386

When the forest stand becomes increasingly dense, a MeanTree might387

not gather enough carbon from photosynthesis to sustain maintenance and388

regrowth of senescent biomass. In this case the growth of the MeanTree is389

reduced, and it uses its labile storage (CS) to regrow senescent coarse roots390

and branches (see SI, Section A.4). Upon depletion of CS, the MeanTree dies391

and is removed from the stand by cutting it down and transferring its carbon392

to the soil and to wood products. This process resembles self-thinning, and393

is called emergency removal of the MeanTree. At the time of an emergency394

removal of a dying MeanTree, the remaining stand is also equally thinned395

down to SBA = 18 m2 ha−1 in order to minimize the number of thinnings396

and cuttings that have to be executed.397

3. Results398

3.1. Dynamics of stand attributes and biomass under different management399

scenarios400

Despite the common starting point at the end of the spinup, the stand401

attributes and carbon pool dynamics differ significantly among the manage-402

ment scenarios (Fig. 3).403
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All the even-aged scenarios involve an initial clear cut of the spinup trees404

and replanting. As a result, mean stand dbh, stand basal area and tree405

carbon stocks are low compared with the mixed-aged pine forest at the be-406

ginning of the simulation (Fig. 3). The replanted trees then grow until SBA407

reaches the 25 m2 ha−1 thinning threshold or a MeanTree dies due to persis-408

tent light limitations and is subsequently cut. Which event occurs first and409

its timing depends on the scenario. In the even-aged pine scenario (orange410

lines) the SBA reaches the thinning threshold after 50 and 60 yr; the uniform411

thinning of all four MeanTrees reduces stand density to 1056 and further to412

740 trees ha−1, respectively. In the even-aged spruce scenario, emergency413

removals due to persistent light-limitations occur after 40 and 49 yr in the414

suppressed (small) spruces. The remaining MeanTrees are equally thinned415

to SBA = 18 m2 ha−1. After 61 yr the SBA thinning threshold is reached416

and the two remaining MeanTrees are equally thinned. After 65 yr another417

emergency removal occurs, leaving only one MeanTree till the end of the418

rotation, without any additional thinning. The final stand density in even-419

aged spruce scenario is 202 trees ha−1. In the mixed-species scenario (red420

lines) SBA reaches the 25 m2 ha−1 thinning threshold after 42, 52, and 61 yr;421

the uniform thinning of all MeanTrees subsequently reduces stand density422

to 1069, 765 and finally to 547 trees ha−1. In all scenarios, when thinning423

occurs, tree density declines and SBA (Fig. 3B) temporarily decreases. In424

case of an emergency removal, mean dbh increases (Fig. 3A) because the425

smallest MeanTree is removed.426

The mixed-aged pine forest scenario has radically different stand dynam-427

ics (blue lines in Fig. 3), because only the tallest MeanTree is cut down at428

the beginning of the simulation and one new small MeanTree seedling is re-429

planted. The mean dbh (Fig. 3A) decreases at removal of the largest tree and430

more so when the seedlings are replanted 4 years later, although changes are431

small compared with even-aged forests. Also the stand basal area (Fig. 3B)432

and the total tree carbon stock (Fig. 3D) drop upon removal of the dom-433
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inant MeanTree. The initial cutting of the oldest tree causes a transfer of434

2.3 kgC m−2 from the tree pools to the soil pools (Litter and CWD), whereas435

3.2 kgC m−2 are transferred from tree pools to wood-product pools (WPS436

and WPL). Every 20 yr the oldest MeanTree has a dbh around 20 cm and is437

cut and substituted by seedlings, leading to periodicity in SBA.438

3.2. Wood production439

The mixed-aged pine scenario is the most productive over the 80-yr rota-440

tion, having the largest cumulative yield of short- and long-term wood prod-441

ucts (YS +YL = 13.6 kgC m−2). Between 1.7 and 2.0 kgC m−2 are transferred442

to the soil pools, and between 2.3 and 2.7 kgC m−2 to the wood-product pools443

at each cutting. At the end of the rotation, all trees are cut down and 2.7 and444

3.0 kgC m−2 are transferred to the soil and wood products, respectively. This445

scenario is used as reference in further comparisons (see values in Fig. 4A446

and Table 2). In terms of total wood products, the even-aged pine scenario447

ranks second and is about 88 % as productive in total and 94 % and 83 % in448

terms of short- and long-lasting wood products, respectively. The even-aged449

spruce scenario is the least productive, with total wood products of 69 % and450

short- and long-lasting products of 45 % and 83 % of that of the mixed-aged451

pine.452

While in both the mixed-aged and the even-aged pine stands ca. 60 % of453

the harvested wood met the dbh and length criteria implemented for long-454

lasting wood products, additional mixed-aged pine simulations showed that455

this percentage strongly increases when stand density decreases, from N =456

2000 to N = 1000 ha−1. This, however, reduces the total carbon stock in the457

system, climate change mitigation potential and the yield of short-lasting458

wood products (SI, Fig. E.2).459

3.3. Carbon sequestration and climate change mitigation potential460

The modelled dynamics of dbh, SBA, carbon stocks, and wood production461

(Fig. 3) offer insights into the carbon sequestration and the potential for462
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Figure 3: Temporal evolu-
tion of key model outputs
(panels) for the four manage-
ment scenarios (colors): A)
Tree mean diameter at breast
height (cm), averaged over all
trees in the stand. B) Stand
basal area (m2 ha−1). Grey
lines correspond to SBA = 25
and SBA = 18 m2 ha−1, i.e.,
the upper and lower ends of
SBA-dependent thinning. C)
Total carbon stock including
trees, soil, and wood prod-
ucts (kgC m−2). D) Total
tree carbon stock (kgC m−2).
E) Total soil carbon (Litter
+ CWD + SOC) (kgC m−2).
A detailed attribution of tree
carbon to single MeanTrees is
shown in SI, Fig. E.1
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Figure 4: Performance of management scenarios over the whole rotation when wood-
product carbon is included (blue bars), and when excluded (forest stand; i.e., tree and
soil carbon only; orange bars). Panels refer to the following metrics: A) Integrated wood-
product yield as short-lasting (YS) and long-lasting (YL) wood-products (Eq. 5). B) In-
tegrated Net Carbon Balance (INCB, Eq. 6). C) Integrated Inputs Transit Time (IITT,
Eq. 8). D) Integrated Carbon Stocks (ICS, Eq. 9). E) The carbon left at the site after the
clear cut at the end of the rotation; includes carbon in litter, coarse woody debris, and
soil organic carbon.
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climate change mitigation.463

The initial clear cut in the even-aged scenarios reduces tree carbon stocks464

and ecosystem carbon uptake, while wood-product and soil carbon is lost465

as CO2 (Fig. 3D). During the first 18 (spruce and mixed) to 25 yr (pine)466

the total carbon stock (trees + soil + wood products) in the system de-467

creases by ≈ 5 gC m−2, and at the minimum it is less than two thirds of the468

pre-harvest level. The soil carbon stock is lowest ca. 40 yr after the clear469

cut, approximately half of the initial value. Later in the rotation even-aged470

pine and mixed-species scenarios lead to higher total carbon stock than the471

continuous-cover scenario (Fig. 3C). About 50 yr in the rotation the initial472

losses are regained (Fig. 3E).473

While the differences in total tree carbon stocks between the three even-474

aged scenarios are small at the end of the rotation (Fig. 3D), the total carbon475

stock is highest in the even-aged mixed scenario, followed by even-aged pine476

and even-aged spruce (Fig. 3C). Conversely, the total carbon stock recovery477

early in the rotation is most rapid in the fast-growing young spruce stand. In478

the even-aged management scenarios, it takes 42− 46 yr before the total car-479

bon stocks (Integrated Net Carbon Balance, INCB, Fig. 3B) have recovered480

from the initial clear-cut loss and are at the level of the mixed-aged (con-481

tinuous cover) scenario. However, it takes 68 yr in mixed-species forest and482

70 yr for spruce to compensate the lost climate change mitigation potential,483

if considering the time during which carbon is retained from the atmosphere484

(Integrated Inputs Transit Time, IITT, Fig. 5C). The even-aged pine forest485

does not compensate for that within the simulated 80 yr rotation.486

An even more pronounced difference among management scenarios emerges487

when considering also the fate of legacy carbon (Integrated Carbon Stocks,488

ICS, Fig. 5D), i.e., the carbon that was in trees, soil, or wood products at the489

beginning of the simulation. Even-aged mixed and spruce scenarios are level490

with the mixed-aged simulation only after 72 and 78 yr, respectively. Both491

IITT and ICS in the even-aged pine scenario fail to recover over the entire492
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rotation.493

When accounting for carbon retention times of wood products (Table 2,494

Entire system) instead of considering retention times only in trees and soil495

(Table 2, Stand only), the absolute values of both IITT and ICS increase.496

Relative increases by including wood products are clearly highest in the497

mixed-aged pine scenario (IITT: +25 %, ICS: +44 %). Also some rankings of498

the management scenarios change when including wood products (Table 2).499
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Figure 5: Tem-
poral evolution
of wood pro-
duction, carbon
sequestration
and climate
change mitiga-
tion potential
metrics. A) To-
tal cumulative
wood-product
yield carbon
(YS + YL,
Eq. (5)). B)
Integrated Net
Carbon Bal-
ance (INCB,
Eq. (6)). C)
Integrated
Inputs Transit
Time (IITT,
Eq. (8)). D)
Integrated
Carbon Stocks
(ICS, Eq. (9)).
Values are
differences of
the even-aged
strategies from
the mixed-aged
scenario.
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Entire system Stand only
Metric Scenario Rank Value Rank Value
INCB mixed-aged pine 4 -0.8 4 -4.4
(kgC m−2) even-aged pine 2 3.2 3 -1.5

even-aged spruce 3 1.8 2 -0.9
even-aged mixed 1 3.5 1 -0.6

IITT mixed-aged pine 3 549.0 4 440.0
(kgC m−2 yr) even-aged pine 4 537.5 3 516.4

even-aged spruce 2 577.4 2 550.1
even-aged mixed 1 600.0 1 573.4

ICS mixed-aged pine 3 1061.7 4 737.2
(kgC m−2 yr) even-aged pine 4 1027.5 3 803.8

even-aged spruce 2 1067.3 2 837.5
even-aged mixed 1 1090.0 1 860.8

YS mixed-aged pine 1 5.3
(kgC m−2) even-aged pine 2 5.0

even-aged spruce 4 2.4
even-aged mixed 3 4.0

YL mixed-aged pine 1 8.3
(kgC m−2) even-aged pine 3 6.9

even-aged spruce 4 6.9
even-aged mixed 2 7.5

YS + YL mixed-aged pine 1 13.6
(kgC m−2) even-aged pine 2 11.9

even-aged spruce 4 9.4
even-aged mixed 3 11.6

Table 2: Ranking of management scenarios according to carbon sequestration (INCB) and
climate change mitigation potential metrics (IITT, ICS), with respect to the entire system
(trees, soil, and wood products) and the stand only (trees and soil), and short-lasting (YS),
long-lasting (YL) and combined (YS + YL) wood-product yield. The values correspond to
those in Fig. 4

.
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4. Discussion500

4.1. Methodological considerations501

Boreal forest management strategies have commonly been assessed through502

their economic perspectives over fixed planning horizons (e.g., 60−100 yr ro-503

tation cycles). The increasing interest in climate change mitigation by forests504

(Astrup et al., 2018, Triviño et al., 2023) makes such metrics insufficient. To505

properly assess the climate change mitigation potential of an ecosystem, we506

must consider the timing of carbon fixation, its release and storage dynamics507

(i.e., the time that carbon spends outside the atmosphere) over the entire ro-508

tation and beyond. Contrasting management scenarios thus requires models509

that can track the carbon flow from its photosynthetical fixation, through510

its use in tree metabolism and growth, to its subsequent transfer to other511

ecosystem components (e.g., the soil) or to wood products.512

To address this need, we combined an improved version of the Allomet-513

rically Constrained Growth and Carbon Allocation model (ACGCA, Ogle514

and Pacala, 2009) with photosynthesis and soil modules, and incorporated515

harvested wood-product pools. Compared with existing tree growth models516

(see reviews by Hawkes 2000, Le Roux et al. 2001, Busing and Mailly 2004)517

and allocation schemes (see reviews by Ågren and Wikström 1993, Cannell518

and Dewar 1994, Lacointe 2000), our model has the advantage of resting519

on a mass-balanced approach described by discretely implemented ordinary520

differential equations. Our formulation allows computing the carbon age dis-521

tributions and transit times directly, quantifying not only how much carbon522

the forest stand stores but also the avoided atmospheric radiative warming523

effect provided by the prolonged storage of carbon in the ecosystem (Sierra524

et al., 2021) or in wood products. The quantification of not only the amount525

of carbon in the system but also the time it spends there is necessary to526

evaluate the reduction of Global Warming Potential (Shine et al., 1990) for527

different management scenarios. We employed a detailed process-based pho-528

tosynthesis model that quantifies carbon fixation at a half-hourly time step529
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for each MeanTree (part of APES, Launiainen et al., 2015). In contrast to530

forest growth models relying on empirical relationships, our approach allows531

to describe directly the effects of species traits, soil and climatic conditions,532

ensuring transferability to other species and regions. The explicit descrip-533

tion of the light environment in the canopy enables the consideration of the534

among-tree competition for light, necessary to simulate mixed-species and535

mixed-aged forests. As such, we can evaluate also the prospects of currently536

uncommon management strategies with no historical data to rely on.537

Process-based descriptions and mass conservation are applied to com-538

pute GPP, respiration, and fluxes between system compartments. Carbon539

allocation to tree organs is described via empirical allometric equations, link-540

ing tree organ biomass to dbh, derived from species-specific forest inventory541

data (SI, Section A.3.1). Allometric equations are a compromise between a542

minimalist description and detailed physiology-based functions (Bugmann,543

2001). At the same time, employing allometries derived from forest inven-544

tory reduces the effects of internal parameter uncertainties, because they545

ensure that tree carbon allocation is ultimately realistic. The disadvantage546

is that some parameters lack clear ecophysiological meaning and are hard547

to estimate independently. The species-specific but fixed parameterization548

of biomass maintenance and growth costs and the fine root-to-leaf biomass549

ratio neglect the dynamic behavior of trees in the stand. For instance, a550

reduction in the fine root-to-leaf biomass ratio (ρRL) leads to reduced carbon551

allocation to roots and hence more carbon available for stem growth.552

The detailed description of carbon flows within the MeanTree also results553

in allocating carbon from GPP (instead of net primary productivity) to the554

tree organs and to maintenance respiration (Sierra et al., 2022). This is not555

only more physiologically correct, but provides a true carbon age distribution556

for autotrophic respiration, which is comparable with radiocarbon measure-557

ments (Carbone et al., 2007, 2013, Muhr et al., 2013). These increasingly558

available data could support validation or identification of model parame-559
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ters that are otherwise hard to estimate (e.g., those related to nonstructural560

carbohydrate pools - δL, δR, δS).561

The inclusion of the nonstructural carbohydrate pool CS enables the as-562

sessment of the tree’s health status and its response to external stress (Bug-563

mann, 2001), although we employ a simplified description of the transition564

back to a healthy state. This allows us to consider the effects of light limi-565

tations and reduced carbon fixation on tree mortality, and of carbon release566

upon competition removal via tree death or different thinning practices (see567

SI, Section A.4). The removal of MeanTrees after they have depleted their568

labile carbon storage under prolonged light limitation mimics self-thinning569

or thinning from below. Indeed, the modelled stand density in the even-570

aged spruce and pine scenarios largely follows Reineke’s rule (Reineke, 1933)571

which links density and mean dbh (SI, Fig. E.3), thus lending support to our572

results.573

Our model also allows the analysis of single/mixed-species and even/mixed-574

aged stands. Species and age mixtures are, however, considered in a simpli-575

fied way neglecting among-tree competition for water and nutrients and the576

facilitating effects beyond reduction of competition for light, for instance577

due to canopy niche complementarity. Furthermore, we assumed that tree578

allometric relationships are independent of the specific mixture, although579

in reality mixed-species allometries can deviate from those of single-species580

stands (Riofŕıo et al., 2019).581

While light, water and temperature limitations are considered, other abi-582

otic and biotic disturbances (e.g., nutrient limitation, pest infestation, wind583

throw, snow and ice damage) are currently omitted. As such, the estimated584

carbon sequestration and wood production could be considered a best-case585

scenario. The modular structure of the model, however, enables additional586

processes to be easily included or substituted by more detailed descriptions,587

should data be available. For example, the soil carbon module could be588

developed to include dynamic decay rates and transfer coefficients between589
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pools to capture the role of inter-annual climatic variability as in models590

with more sophisticated structures, such as Roth-C (Jenkinson and Rayner,591

1977) or Century (Parton et al., 1987). Similarly, the allometric relationships592

could be altered to accommodate forests growing in different and changing593

conditions, via dynamic rules or competition on water and nutrients among594

the MeanTrees.595

Sensitivity analysis revealed that growth, stand biomass development,596

and subsequent tree and soil carbon pool dynamics are most sensitive to597

parameters relative to sapwood width (SW), wood density (ρW ), leaf senes-598

cence rate (SL), and maintenance and growth (e.g., RmL, CgL, RmS, CgW; not599

shown). This underlines the need for accurate data from field experiments.600

Another integral part of our model is the description of the tree allometry.601

Currently, the allometric functions are independent of dynamically changing602

site properties, such as tree density. The model’s generality and applica-603

bility could be improved by calibrating the model against growth and yield604

data from national forest inventory (NFI) plots and introducing tree-density605

dependent rules, e.g., for the dbh-tree height relationship.606

Finally, we note that in this work our primary goal was to illustrate the607

model capabilities in determining climate change mitigation potential and608

how that contrasts with other, commonly employed performance metrics.609

Thus, we considered a single initial state and idealized management scenar-610

ios. Nevertheless, whether mixed-aged or even-aged management is more611

productive might depend on the age structure of the initial stand (Gobakken612

et al., 2008).613

4.2. Model evaluation and benchmarking614

Most of the model’s sub-modules rely on well-established approaches,615

which have been extensively tested earlier. For example, the photosynthesis616

module has already been validated for boreal forests in Fennoscandia (Lau-617

niainen et al., 2015, Leppä et al., 2020, Launiainen et al., 2019, 2022). The618

carbon dynamics of the tree module are based on ACGCA, which has been619
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successfully used in simulations of tree growth (Fell et al., 2018), gap dynam-620

ics (Ogle and Pacala, 2009, Fell and Ogle, 2018), and labile carbon dynamics621

(Ogle and Pacala, 2009).622

We benchmarked the modules against representative observations and623

data from the literature (see SI, Section D). The key model outputs were624

internally consistent and reasonably in line with existing data for even-aged625

single-species forests (Fig. 3; SI, Fig. D.1), lending support to our model and626

results.627

At stand level and averaged over the rotation, the carbon use efficiency628

(CUE), i.e., the complement to autotrophic respiration to gross primary pro-629

ductivity ratio, (GPP− Ra)/GPP, was comparable (0.49 and 0.32 for even-630

aged pine and spruce, respectively) with values observed for jack pine (0.34 to631

0.43) and black spruce (0.29 to 0.39) respectively (Ryan et al., 1997, Table 7).632

Note that, in order to compare the CUE values with those in literature, we633

included foliage dark respiration during the day (Rd) in the denominator of634

the calculated CUE.635

The modelled total tree biomass carbon for even-aged spruce (6.7 kgC m−2)636

was within the range observed in 40 yr old forests across Sweden (between637

4 and 8 kgC m−2; Berggren Kleja et al., 2007, Fig. 3a). The mean radial638

growth over 5 yr of both spruce and pine was in line with forest inventory639

data (Repola, 2009, Table 3), (SI, Fig. D.1). These reliable estimates of mean640

radial growth over 5 yr ensure that trunk volume growth is reasonably well641

simulated over time. Because dbh drives the tree allometry via the exter-642

nal statistical allometries (Lehtonen, 2005, Repola, 2009, Repola and Ahn-643

lund Ulvcrona, 2014), accordance of modelled mean radial growth with obser-644

vations lends support to the modelled biomass of the tree organs. The mean645

trunk wood densities (481 kgdw m−3 for even-aged pine and 385 kgdw m−3 for646

even-aged spruce) were just outside the ranges emerging from tree invento-647

ries (350− 460 kgdw m−3 and 390− 410 kgdw m−3 for pine and spruce forests,648

respectively; Repola 2006, Fig. 4). Deviations possibly arose from discrepan-649
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cies between literature values for wood density and wood density as derived650

from allometric relationships, in particular for small trees, and by averaging651

the wood density over several trees and the entire rotation. SI, Section D,652

provides more in-depth tests of the model’s biomass predictions.653

4.3. Implications for planning forest management for different goals654

Managed forests need to provide biomass while increasingly supporting655

climate change mitigation efforts. These goals are often in contrast (Jandl656

et al., 2007b, Noormets et al., 2015, Jandl et al., 2007a), calling for robust657

approaches and metrics to evaluate benefits and drawbacks of different man-658

agement strategies, in support of the scientific and public debate (Sierra659

et al., 2021). We developed a model that allows to evaluate both wood pro-660

duction and climate change mitigation potential of management alternatives661

at different timescales. To this aim, the model follows tree-, stand- and wood-662

product carbon dynamics and carbon flows from the initial photosynthetic663

uptake to the release back into the atmosphere (Fig. 1). We demonstrated664

the model capabilities by contrasting four management scenarios that rep-665

resent idealized cases of typical management chains in the Nordic countries.666

The even-aged single/mixed-species stands mimic rotational forestry, while667

the mixed-aged scenario resembles continuous-cover management.668

The results show that, despite the same starting point in terms of carbon669

stocks in trees, soil and wood products, management alternatives lead to670

different pathways of carbon stocks and climate change mitigation potential.671

Regarding net carbon sequestration, all even-aged scenarios yield more than672

the mixed-aged pine after an 80-yr rotation (ICNB, mixed: +31 %, pine:673

+29 %, spruce: +19 %; Fig. 4; Table 2). In terms of wood products, the674

mixed-aged and mixed-species scenarios were the most productive (Table 2).675

The high productivity of small-diameter wood in the mixed-aged and even-676

aged pine scenarios can support fossil-fuel substitution and climate change677

mitigation (Schulze et al., 2020). This is important, given that the current678

amount of logging residues in, e.g., Sweden might not suffice in the future679
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(Börjesson et al., 2017).680

While wood production and carbon sequestration are relevant metrics for681

forest managers, they are insufficient to quantify the climate impacts of bo-682

real forest management. For the latter, the time horizon considered, the fate683

of legacy carbon (i.e., the carbon initially in the system) and the retention ef-684

fect of wood-product carbon are key, as apparent from the differing rankings685

of our sample management scenarios (Table 2 & Fig. 5). Thus, to evaluate686

the climate change mitigation potential, the metric ICS (integrated carbon687

stocks, including transit times and effects of legacy carbon) is necessary. The688

inclusion of retention effects of wood-product carbon into ICS increases the689

climate change mitigation potential of the mixed-aged scenario by +44 %,690

while the even-aged scenario (pine) with the most increasing climate change691

mitigation potential improves only by +28 %. Our estimated ICS suggests692

that all the even-aged scenarios are inferior to mixed-aged management, un-693

less the planning horizon is extended to the end of the 80 yr-rotation. The694

rate at which the even-aged management scenarios regain their carbon se-695

questration and climate change mitigation potential after the clear-cut, com-696

pared with the mixed-aged stand (Fig. 5) or delayed set-a-side management697

(not considered), must be compared with the timescales of the climate tar-698

gets. For instance, Finland aims at carbon neutrality by 2035 (Huttunen699

et al., 2022), but our model shows that the recovery from the initial loss700

of carbon storage due to clear-cut requires almost the entire 80-yr rotation701

to compensate for the lost climate change mitigation potential. Clear-cut702

management thus has significant negative effects on short-term (≤ 50 yrs)703

climate goals (Fig. 5).704

In addition to wood production, carbon sequestration and climate change705

mitigation potential, there are other factors (not included in the model) that706

generally favor mixed-aged and mixed-species forests Messier et al. (2022).707

Despite lacking an explicit facilitation effect in the model, the simulated708

species mixture yielded ca. 9 % more total wood products than a theoreti-709
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cal 50 − 50 mix of mono-specific forests (Table 2). Such slight overyielding710

is expected (Ruiz-Peinado et al., 2021). We can also conclude that pine711

contributes slightly more than spruce to IITT in the mixed-species simula-712

tion (55 % compared with 45 %). In particular, during the first 50 yr the713

contribution of pine is much higher than the one of spruce, and later the714

relative contribution of spruce increases. However, we cannot disentangle715

the contributions of different species to INCB and ICS because we cannot716

attribute the effects of legacy carbon to a specific species. Moreover, more717

diverse forests are less susceptible to biotic and abiotic disturbances such718

as pest outbreaks (Jactel et al., 2021) and extreme weather events (Bauhus719

et al., 2017), thus increasing ecosystem stability (Loreau, 2022). Mixed-720

species forests also tend to harbor greater biodiversity (Ampoorter et al.,721

2020) and are also often more socially accepted (Ribe, 1989, Gundersen and722

Frivold, 2008). Upon availability of physiological parameters and allocation723

rules, inclusion of broadleaf species such as birch or other mixtures of three724

or more species in the simulations is possible. Also understory vegetation,725

currently neglected in the model, could contribute substantially to the stand726

carbon dynamics and fill spatial or functional niches.727

5. Conclusions728

We developed a forest-growth and carbon-balance model that combines729

process-based modules for gross-primary productivity as well as autotrophic730

and heterotrophic respiration with mass-conserving statistical carbon allo-731

cation in a tree. The model allows to track the age distribution of carbon732

in the tree-soil-wood product system, enabling the quantification of both733

wood production and climate change mitigation potential of different for-734

est management scenarios across an entire rotation. The model was tested735

and its capabilities demonstrated for four idealized management scenarios736

resembling even-aged and continuous-cover forestry in Fennoscandia.737

Over the 80 yr rotation, the wood production was highest in the mixed-738
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aged pine scenario for both short- and long-lasting wood products. Never-739

theless, in terms of carbon sequestration, all even-aged scenarios were more740

effective than the mixed-aged strategy, although the even-aged scenarios show741

a clearly lower climate change mitigation potential for most of the rotation742

compared with the mixed-aged scenario. The inclusion of legacy carbon and743

wood-product retention effects emphasized the advantage of the mixed-aged744

pine scenario over clear-cut based scenarios. While even-aged scenarios were745

sequestering more carbon over the rotation cycle, the initial clear-cut effects746

on carbon stocks (INCB) were compensated only after about 42 to 45 yr.747

However, a transit-time based metric including the retention time of carbon748

from the atmosphere (ICS) shows that it takes almost a typical rotation of749

80 yr (or longer) to compensate for the lost climate regulation caused by an750

initial clear cut.751

These results clearly show that transit-time based climate change miti-752

gation potential and pure carbon sequestration provide different information753

and hence ranks of management scenario performances. Further, it is neces-754

sary to consider also the fate of the legacy carbon and wood-products when755

addressing climate change mitigation potential of forestry. It is thus imper-756

ative to select the evaluation metrics based on the desired goal and clearly757

specify the timescales of interest when evaluating climate change mitigation758

potential of forest management.759
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Supplementary Information774

Part A Detailed model description775

Photosynthetically fixed carbon enters the the MeanTrees as glucose and

is distributed to the single trees represented by the MeanTree. Single tree

carbon dynamics are based on ACGCA (Ogle and Pacala, 2009). The glucose

carbon is allocated to tree organs as part of tissues (gdw) and to labile storage

(ggluc). In order to describe single-tree carbon dynamics in units of gC, we

need to convert gdw and ggluc to gC using the two conversion constants

ζdw := 0.5
gC

gdw

and ζgluc :=
72

180.15

gC

ggluc

. (A.1)

On single-tree level, the carbon cycling is then described in units of gC and776

on MeanTree level, in the soil, and in wood products in units of gC m−2.777

A.1 Photosynthesis module778

The photosynthesis module computes gross-primary productivity (GPPi)779

of each MeanTree at a half-hourly time step, and accumulates it to annual780

GPPi for the tree module. It uses established approaches to compute needle781

level photosynthesis (Farquhar-model with co-limitation, (Farquhar et al.,782

1980, Launiainen et al., 2022)) and stomatal conductance (USO, (Medlyn783

et al., 2012)). The short-wave radiation, leaf gas-exchange and seasonal784

cycle sub-modules are adopted from the multi-layer APES-model (Launiainen785

et al., 2015, Leppä et al., 2020) (see summary of parameters in Table A.1).786

Rainfall and snow interception, snowpack dynamics and soil water balance787

(a bucket model) are based on the SpaFHy -model (Launiainen et al., 2019).788

The forest stand consists of one or several MeanTrees, whose dimensions789

(height and leaf-area density distribution, LADi) are updated in the begin-790

ning of each year. The stand LAD is computed as the sum of LADis and791

determines radiation and wind attenuation in the canopy. The transmittance792
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and absorption of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) and fraction of793

sunlit foliage at each canopy layer (here 30) are computed following Zhao and794

Qualls (2005), with adaptations to coniferous canopy described in Launiainen795

et al. (2015). The photosynthesis and transpiration rates are subsequently796

computed separately for sunlit and shaded needles of each MeanTree and797

canopy layer, assuming the leaves are at the air temperature. The leaf-level798

rates are then integrated over the leaf-area density and time to provide annual799

GPPi and transpiration of each MeanTree.800

The response of leaf gas-exchange to limited soil water availability is ac-801

counted for by decreasing the USO model parameter g1 (proportional to802

inverse of marginal water use efficiency) and maximum carboxylation rate803

(Vcmax,25) at 25◦C whenever relative plant available water (REW) is be-804

low a critical threshold. The non-linear response is formulated as x =805

xww × (REW
b0

)b1 , where xww is the property (g1, Vcmax,25 etc.) in well-watered806

conditions, and parameters bi are fitted based on pine shoot gas-exchange807

data from Hyytiälä SMEAR II-site in Southern Finland. For details, see808

Launiainen et al. (2022, 2015). A standard approach is used for the tem-809

perature response of the Farquhar-model parameters (Medlyn et al., 2002,810

Kattge and Knorr, 2007), while the seasonal cycle of photosynthetic capac-811

ity is accounted for by making Vcmax,25 a function of delayed air temperature812

(Kolari et al., 2007). For details, see Supplementary material of Launiainen813

et al. (2015) and Launiainen et al. (2022).814

The soil water content (θ) is solved with a two-layer bucket model (Lau-815

niainen et al., 2019). The top layer resembles organic litter/moss and acts816

as a rainfall interception storage, and the lower layer represents the plant817

root zone (here depth D = 0.5 m), whose hydraulic properties are described818

using Van Genuchten’s (1980) approach. The snow accumulation and melt819

is modelled using the degree-day approach, and rainfall interception is com-820

puted assuming the canopy behaves as a single big leaf with one effective821

water storage. For details, see Launiainen et al. (2019).822
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The used needle gas-exchange, radiation and water balance sub-models823

have been tested independently and as part of the evaluation of a multi-layer824

ecosystem model (APES, Launiainen et al., 2015) against observed ecosystem825

level eddy-covariance-based carbon, water and energy fluxes at several boreal826

coniferous forests (Launiainen et al., 2015, Leppä et al., 2020). Moreover, the827

approach has shown to well reproduce the observed non-linear response of828

stand-level GPP and evapotranspiration (ET) to stand leaf-area index (LAI)829

across several boreal forest sites (Launiainen et al., 2015, 2016).830

For this work, we further tested that our simplified vertically-resolved831

model, omitting the air temperature and humidity gradients within the canopy832

simulated by APES, predicted the expected non-linear response of ecosys-833

tem GPP and ET to LAI. We also compared simulated annual GPP and its834

inter-annual variability with the long-term time-series from Hyytiälä conif-835

erous forest in Southern Finland (Launiainen et al., 2022) with satisfactory836

results (not shown). The benchmarking lends support that the MeanTree’s837

annual GPPi and its dependency on stand structure, i.e., light competition838

via stand LAD and MeanTree LAD profiles, and weather conditions are ad-839

equately described.840

Parameter Value Description

Vcmax,25 60 (pine), 50 (spruce) molm−2s−1 maximum carboxylation rate at 25◦C

Jmax,25 1.97× Vcmax,25 maximum electron transport rate at 25◦C, Kattge and Knorr (2007)

Rd,25 0.5 molm−2s−1 dark respiration rate at 25◦C

α 0.3 (-) quantum efficiency parameter, Launiainen et al. (2022)

θ 0.7 (-) curvature parameter

β 0.95 (-) co-limitation parameter

g1 2.6 kPa0.5 USO model parameter, Launiainen et al. (2015), Leppä et al. (2020)

g0 0.001 molm−2s−1 USO model, residual conductance for H2O, Launiainen et al. (2015)

a0, a1 0.39, 0.83 g1 response to plant available water, Launiainen et al. (2022)

b0, b1 0.39, 0.83 Vcmax,25 response to plant available water, Launiainen et al. (2022)

αp 0.1 (-) shoot and ground PAR albedo, Launiainen et al. (2015)

fclump 0.7 (-) foliage clumping factor, (Launiainen et al., 2015)

Wmax 0.2 kg H2O LAI−1 canopy interception storage, Launiainen et al. (2019)

D 0.5 m root zone depth

θs 0.50 m3m−3 porosity

θr 0.03 m3m−3 residual water content

αs 0.06 m−1 air-entry potential

n 1.35 (-) pore size distribution parameter

Table A.1: Photosynthesis and water balance model parameters.
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A.2 Tree module841

The tree module represents the dynamics of carbon stocks (in units of842

grams of carbon, gC) within each single tree represented by a MeanTree.843

The MeanTree i represents Ni identical single trees per ground area and we844

consider the stocks per MeanTree in units of gC m−2.845

Each tree’s transient pool E receives GPPi (gC) based on the previous846

year’s photosynthesis. Part of this leaves E to the atmosphere as maintenance847

respiration RM = ML +MR +MS, consisting of leaf maintenance (ML), fine848

root maintenance (MR) and sapwood maintenance (MS) costs. Sapwood849

maintenance MS is combined for coarse roots and branches (“other”) and850

the trunk.851

The remaining carbon, Calloc ∆t = E − RM ∆t, with ∆t = 1 yr, becomes852

available for allocation to tree organs, according to the rules specified below.853

The carbon allocated to the tree organs is subsequently used for sapwood854

transformation to heartwood (“other” and trunk), for growth of tissues (in-855

cluding replacement of tissue turnover and growth of new tissue), growth856

respiration, and for labile carbon associated to newly created tissue. The la-857

bile carbon (CL, CR, CS) associated to tissue lost due to senescence returns858

to the transient pool E. Labile carbon (CS) associated to sapwood (BTS,859

BOS) that is transformed to heartwood (BTH, BOH) is incorporated into the860

heartwood.861

The following sections describe the external and internal fluxes of different862

tree organs (leaves, fine roots, coarse roots and branches, trunk). Planting863

a tree introduces carbon to the forest stand that is part of a new tree as864

external input flux, and fluxes caused by forest harvesting are described in865

SI, Section A.5.866

A.2.1 Leaves and fine roots867

A schematic for the leaf pools and fluxes is shown in Fig. A.1. The carbon868

dynamics in fine roots is analogous. The external input flux to the transient869
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pool is indicated by ↘, external output fluxes by ↗, and fluxes between870

pools inside the model by →.871

Leaf maintenance respiration is given by

ML = RmLBL
ζgluc
ζdw

, (A.2)

whereRmL is the species-specific leaf maintenance respiration rate (ggluc g−1dw yr−1).872

The fraction fL of Calloc ∆t is allocated to leaves and split in three com-

ponents: leaf tissue growth (BL), transfer into the leaf labile storage pool

(CL), and growth respiration (GL). Leaf tissue construction comes at costs

CgL (ggluc g−1dw) and induces growth respiration

GL =
CgL

CgL + δL
(1− ηL) fLCalloc ∆t, (A.3)

where

ηL =
1

CgL

ζdw
ζgluc

(A.4)

is the carbon use efficiency during leaf tissue growth (regrowth and net873

growth). Allocation to leaf tissue (BL), including regrowth of senescent874

tissues and net growth (net biomass increase), and associated labile stor-875

age (CL) are balanced such that the ratio of labile storage to leaf structural876

biomass carbon remains constant (δL, ggluc g−1dw).877

Leaf tissue is lost due to senescence at a species-specific senescence rate878

SL (yr−1), generating a loss (SLBL). The labile storage carbon (SLCL)879

associated to this tissue loss returns to the tree’s common transient pool880

(E).881

A.2.2 Trunk882

A schematic for the trunk component is shown in Fig. A.2. The trunk con-

sists of the tissue pools BTS and BTH and shares one labile storage pool (CS)

with coarse roots and branches (“other‘”). Carbon allocated to the trunk
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Figure A.1: Leaf carbon stocks and fluxes.

External input fluxes

• ↘ E: GPP

External output fluxes

• E ↗: ML +GL

Internal fluxes

• E → BL: fL · CgL

CgL+δL
· ηL · Calloc

• E → CL: fL · δL
CgL+δL

· Calloc

• CL → E: SL · CL

• BL → Litter: SL ·BL

comes from the transient pool E. The combined maintenance respiration of

trunk sapwood and “other” sapwood is given by

MS = RmS ·B∗S ζgluc. (A.5)

HereRmS is the species-specific sapwood maintenance respiration rate (ggluc g−1dw yr−1)883

and B∗S is the biomass of living sapwood in gdw (Ogle and Pacala, 2009, SI,884

Eq. (29)).885

The amount fT Calloc ∆t is allocated to the trunk and is split up in three

components: sapwood growth (BTS), transfer into the labile storage pool

(CS), and growth respiration (GTS). Trunk sapwood construction from tran-

sient pool carbon comes at costs CgW (ggluc g−1dw) and induces growth respira-

tion

GTS =
CgW

CgW + δW
(1− ηW ) fT Calloc ∆t. (A.6)

Trunk tissue is not lost due to senescence.886

Depending on heartwood volume growth (∆BTH), a fraction of trunk887
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Figure A.2: Trunk carbon stocks and fluxes.

External input fluxes

• ↘ E: GPP

External output fluxes

• E ↗: MS +GTS

Internal fluxes

• E → BTS: fT · CgW

CgW+δW
·ηW ·Calloc

• E → CS: fT · δW
CgW+δW

· Calloc

• BTS → BTH: vT ·BTS

• CS → BTH: vT · ηHW · BTS

BS
· CS

sapwood (vT BTS) is converted to heartwood with heartwood construction888

rate vT given by Eq. (A.29). The associated labile storage (vT CS BTS/BS,889

BS = BOS + BTS), is directly incorporated into heartwood biomass at no890

costs. If the tree is in “static” or “shrinking” state, then no new heartwood891

is being constructed, i.e., vT = 0.892

A.2.3 Coarse roots and branches (“other”)893

A schematic for the coarse roots and branches (“other”) component is894

shown in Fig. A.3. This tree component consists of the tissue pools BOS and895

BOH, while it shares the labile storage pool (CS) with the trunk. As for other896

organs, the carbon allocated to the coarse roots and branches comes from the897

transient pool E. The combined maintenance respiration of trunk sapwood898

and “other” sapwood is given by Eq. (A.5).899

The amount fO Calloc,∆t of C is allocated to coarse roots and branches

and is split up in three components: sapwood growth (BOS), transfer into

the labile storage pool (CS), and growth respiration (GOS,E). Sapwood con-
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struction comes at costs CgW (ggluc g−1dw) and induces growth respiration

GOS,E =
CgW

CgW + δW
(1− ηW ) fO Calloc ∆t, (A.7)

where

ηW =
1

CgW

ζdw
ζgluc

(A.8)

is the carbon use efficiency during sapwood tissue production, and δW is the900

maximum labile storage capacity of newly produced sapwood.901

In contrast to the trunk, coarse roots and branches are lost due to senes-

cence. This senescence provides input to the coarse woody debris pool

(CWD) of the soil module and concerns both sapwood (SO BOS) and heart-

wood (SO BOH), where SO (yr−1) is the species-specific senescence rate. The

labile storage carbon associated to sapwood lost by senescence, SO CS BOS/BS,

returns to the transient pool E. Heartwood loss needs to be regrown from

sapwood (including the associated labile storage from CS), and the induced

sapwood loss needs to be regrown from carbon coming from the transient

pool E, considering growth costs and associated labile storage to CS. The

rate vO of sapwood conversion to heartwood is determined such that heart-

wood losses are compensated and the tree meets the external statistically

derived allometries (Eq. (A.43)). The labile storage carbon (vO CS BOS/BS)

associated to sapwood converted to heartwood is directly incorporated into

heartwood biomass with efficiency ηHW = 1. If the tree is in “static” or

“shrinking” state, then the newly constructed sapwood biomass based on

the available transient carbon is not sufficient to make up for senescence

losses and heartwood production from sapwood. The missing amount of car-

bon to keep sapwood biomass unchanged is supplied by the labile pool CS

and given by fCS CS as described in Eq. (A.44). The flux fCS CS also induces

growth respiration, which is given by

GOS,CS = fCS (1− ηW )CS. (A.9)
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Figure A.3: Coarse root and branch carbon
stocks and fluxes.

External input fluxes

• ↘ E: GPP

External output fluxes

• E ↗: MS +GOS,E

• CS ↗: GOS,CS

Internal fluxes

• E → BOS: fO· CgW

CgW+δW
·ηW ·Calloc

• E → CS: fO · δW
CgW+δW

· Calloc

• CS → E: SO · BOS

BS
· CS

• CS → BOS: fCS · ηW · CS

• BOS → BOH: vO ·BOS

• CS → BOH: vO · ηHW · BOS

BS
· CS

• BOS → CWD: SO ·BOS

• BOH → CWD: SO ·BOH

In contrast to sapwood construction by carbon coming from the transient902

pool E, sapwood construction from the labile storage pool CS does not lead to903

additional storage in labile carbon associated to the newly produced sapwood,904

as the supplied carbon already comes from the labile pool. This allows a905

depletion of the labile storage.906

A.3 Carbon allocation in the tree907

A.3.1 Tree allometric relationships908

All tree allometry rules are based on the MeanTree’s diameter at breast

height (dbh, cm) and some additionally on the MeanTree’s height (H, m).
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Tree height is computed as

H = 1.3 +
dbhk

(a+ b dbh)k
(A.10)

based on the Näslund height model (Näslund, 1936) parameterized for 155

stands in southern Finland (Siipilehto, 2000). Since dynamic radial growth

is (internally) computed at the MeanTree’s radius at trunk base (r, m), it is

necessary to compute r from dbh and H. The computation of r differs be-

tween small and larger trees. For dbh < 3.0 cm, Laasasenaho (1982) suggests

the diameter at trunk base to be

r = 2 + 1.25
dbh

200
. (A.11)

For dbh ≥ 3.0 cm, we use the tree radius at breast height (rBH = 1/2 dbh)909

to identify r through the current trunk-shape based relation as expressed in910

Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (24)).911

We describe the allometrically derived biomass of leaves (mL), stem wood912

(mSW), stem bark (mSB), living branches (mLB), stump (mS), and (coarse)913

roots (mCR) in kgdw based on the MeanTree’s diameter at breast height (dbh,914

cm) and its height (H, m) via the empirical relations based on tree inventory915

data. The allometric equations for leaves, stem wood, stem bark, living916

branches, stump and (coarse) roots for large trees come from Repola (2009).917

Trees are considered large if their dbh is at least the critical value, which is918

defined as mean dbh minus one standard deviation of the forest inventory919

data used to derive the allometric relationships. According to Repola (2009,920

Table 3) pines are considered large if dbh ≥ (13.1 − 5.3) cm and spruces if921

dbh ≥ (11.2− 4.0) cm.922

The allometric equations have the general form

lnmY = intercept + b1
dbh

dbh + n
+ b2

H

H +m
+ b3 log(H) + b4H, (A.12)
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where the bis are empirical coefficients depending on the type of biomass Y ,

and a variance-correction term is added to the intercept to correct for the

bias due to the logarithmic transformation:

intercept = b0 +
1

2
(σ2

u + σ2
e). (A.13)

For small trees, the coefficients in Eq. (A.12) for stem wood and living

branches were taken from Repola and Ahnlund Ulvcrona (2014). Empiri-

cal coefficients were not reported for stem bark, stump, and (coarse) roots

of small trees. So we use the according coefficients for large trees here. The

biomass equation for leaves in small trees is given by

mL = a dbhbHc (A.14)

with coefficients for pine and spruce provided in Lehtonen (2005, Table 4).923

The vertical distribution of leaf biomass in the crown follows Tahvanainen924

and Forss (2008, Table 8), based on the tree’ crown base heights which derived925

from Tahvanainen and Forss (2008, Fig. 4).926

To ensure continuity, the biomass curves of small trees are scaled such927

that they match the biomass curves of taller trees at the critical dbh. .928

A.3.2 Routines for carbon allocation within a single tree929

Each year we identify a new dbh∗ = dbh(t+ ∆t) so that the tree organs’

new biomasses match the external allometric constraints as defined by dbh∗

and Eq. A.12. Identifying dbh∗ requires writing a carbon balance for each tree

organ, i.e., for leaves (SI, Section A.3.3), for fine roots (SI, Section A.3.4),

for the trunk (SI, Section A.3.5), and for coarse roots and branches (SI,

Section A.3.6). The allocation fractions fX (yr−1) across organs must satisfy

fL + fR + fT + fO = 1 yr−1, (A.15)
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where fX is the fraction of the newly available carbon (Calloc ∆t) allocated to930

tree organ X. The new diameter at breast height (dbh∗) appears in each fX ,931

via the relations linking the change in biomass of X to the fluxes in and out932

X, which are described next for each organ. The according species-dependent933

parameter values are shown in Tables A.3 and A.4. When the newly fixed934

carbon is insufficient to meet the demands imposed by replacement of biomass935

losses via senescence, the tree reverts to the “static” or “shrinking” state (SI,936

Section A.4.937

A.3.3 Leaves938

Each year, new carbon allocated from Calloc ∆t to leaves is required for net

growth of new leaf biomass (∆BL), to balance leaf biomass lost via senescence

(SLBL ∆t), for tissue growth costs (CgL) and a fixed share of associated labile

storage (δL) Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (1A)). Hence,

fLCalloc ∆t = (∆BL + SLBL ∆t) (CgL + δL)
ζgluc
ζdw

, (A.16)

where both sides of the equation are in gC. The dependence of fL on dbh∗

comes through its dependence on the net biomass growth

∆BL = B∗L −BL = BL(dbh∗)−BL. (A.17)

We assume that labile carbon associated to leaves (CL) is actually stored

within the leaves. Hence, we require the new leaf biomass carbon and labile

pool to equal the leaf biomass carbon imposed by the allometric relationship

(Eq. (A.12)). In formulas,

B∗L + C∗L = 103m∗L ζdw, (A.18)

wherem∗L := mL(dbh∗, H∗) is the biomass from the allometric model (Eq. (A.12))

applied to leaves (in gdw), and ζdw transforms gdw into gC. CL is calculated

as a fraction of the biomass carbon itself, as C∗L = δLB
∗
L ζgluc ζ

−1
dw . By rear-
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ranging the terms, we obtain

B∗L =
103m∗L

1 + δL
ζgluc

ζdw

ζdw. (A.19)

A.3.4 Fine roots939

Similarly to leaves, the fine root fraction is given by (Ogle and Pacala,

2009, SI, Eq. (1B)),

fR Calloc ∆t = (∆BR + SRBR ∆t) (CgR + δL)
ζgluc
ζdw

. (A.20)

The new fine root biomass is computed as a constant fraction of the new leaf940

biomass, B∗R = ρRLB
∗
L.941

A.3.5 Trunk942

Carbon allocated to the trunk is used for net sapwood growth (ρW ∆VT )

involving sapwood construction costs (CgW) and a labile storage fraction

(δW ). The formula given by Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (31C)),

fT Calloc ∆t =

(
ρW ∆VT ζdw −

δS
CgHW

vT BTS ∆t

)
· (CgW + δW )

ζgluc
ζdw

, (A.21)

allows ρW to become negative for slowly growing trunk volumes. Further-

more, we assume labile carbon associated to the trunk to be part of the trunk

volume. Consequently, we adapt this formula and compute fT from

fT Calloc ∆t = ρW ∆VT ζdw · (CgW + δW )
ζgluc
ζdw

. (A.22)

Because of sapwood transformation to heartwood (vT BTS ∆t) with unitary

efficiency (CgHW = 1.00 ggluc g−1dw), the labile storage fraction

δS :=
CS
BS

ζdw
ζgluc

with BS := BTS +BOS (A.23)
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associated to transformed sapwood becomes becomes integrated into heart-943

wood.944

Once fT is identified, according to Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eqs. (1C)

and (1D)), we determine

∆BTS =
fT Calloc ∆t

CgW + δW
− vT BTS ∆t (A.24)

and

∆BTH =

(
1 +

δS
CgHW

)
vT BTS ∆t. (A.25)

In order to determine fT from Eq. (A.22), we need to identify the density of945

newly produced sapwood (ρW ), the sapwood to heartwood conversion rate946

of the trunk (vT ), and the maximum labile carbon storage capacity of newly947

produced sapwood (δW ). Since δW depends on ρW , and both ρW and vT948

depend on the new heartwood volume V ∗TH = VTH(dbh∗, SW∗)), which in949

turn depends on the new sapwood width SW∗ = SW(dbh∗), we first describe950

how to identify SW∗ and then how we derive V ∗TH from it. The density of951

newly produced sapwood ρW = ρW (dbh∗) is then dynamically chosen such952

that the modelled trunk biomass follows the external allometries.953

Sapwood width. We compute SW∗ (m) such that the ratio of sapwood to

heartwood width (HW∗, m) follows Sellin (1994). From Eq. [2] we get

SWSellin =
SWa d

∗

d∗ + SWd

(A.26)

in cm and from Fig. 1 we get

HWSellin = HWslope d
∗, (A.27)

where d∗ = 200 r∗ is the new diameter at trunk base in cm. Then we obtain

SW∗ =
SWSellin

SWSellin + HWSellin

r∗. (A.28)
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Trunk heartwood volume. The new trunk heartwood volume V ∗TH in m3 is954

computed as in Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (14)) with a mathematical955

correction of the formula for heartwood height (SI, Eq. (13)).956

Sapwood to heartwood conversion rate of trunk. The sapwood to heartwood

conversion rate of the trunk, vT = vT (V ∗TH) in yr−1, is given as in Ogle and

Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (2)) by

vT =
∆VTH

VTS ∆t
, (A.29)

where ∆VTH = V ∗TH − VTH. The trunk sapwood volume is denoted by VTS =957

VT − VTH, and the trunk volume VT = VT (dbh) is given by Ogle and Pacala958

(2009, SI, Eq. (9)).959

Density of newly produced sapwood. While sapwood converted to heartwood

does not change the trunk volume, new sapwood is needed for radial trunk

growth. The allometrically derived trunk biomass is given by

mT := mSW +mSB +mS, (A.30)

consisting of stem wood, stem bark, and the stump as given by Eq. (A.12).

The trunk biomass carbon is given by

BT = BTH +BTS +
BTS

BS

CS, (A.31)

assuming that labile carbon associated to trunk sapwood is actually stored

in the trunk. In order to match the allometrically derived trunk biomass by

modelled biomass, we strive for B∗T = m∗T , which leads to the goal of

∆BT = m∗T −BT . (A.32)
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Considering growth costs, we have

∆BT = fT Calloc ∆t
1 + δW

CgW + δW
. (A.33)

We combine Eq. (A.33) with Eq. (A.22), and obtain ρW from

ρW =
m∗T −BT

∆VT (1− δW )
(A.34)

under the additional conditions that

ρWmin
≤ ρW ≤ ρWmax . (A.35)

Maximum labile carbon storage capacity of newly produced sapwood. We com-

pute the maximum labile carbon storage capacity of newly produced sapwood

as in Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (6)) by

δW =
γC (1− γX − γW ρW )

ρW
. (A.36)

A.3.6 Coarse roots and branches (“other”)960

Carbon allocated to “other” is needed for net sapwood biomass growth

(∆BOS) and to balance losses of sapwood to senescence (SO BOS ∆t) and to

heartwood production (vO BOS ∆t). For each term, there are sapwood con-

struction costs (CgW) and an associated labile storage fraction (δW ) involved.

Hence, following Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (1E)),

fO Calloc ∆t = [∆BOS + (SO + vO)BOS ∆t] · (CgW + δW )
ζgluc
ζdw

. (A.37)

In order to determine fO from Eq. (A.37), we need to identify the net sapwood961

biomass carbon change (∆BOS) and the sapwood to heartwood conversion962

rate of “other” (vO). First, we compute ∆BOS, then we compute the net963

heartwood biomass carbon change of “other” (∆BOH) and use it to identify964
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vO.965

Net sapwood biomass carbon change of “other”. The new sapwood biomass

carbon of “other” (B∗OS) is allometrically defined as

B∗OS = λ∗S ·B∗TS, (A.38)

where

λ∗S =
m∗O
m∗T

(A.39)

is the ratio of “other” biomass to trunk biomass as derived from external

allometries. Allometric “other” biomass is computed as the sum of biomasses

of living branches and (coarse) roots in Eq. (A.12), i.e.,

mO := mLB +mCR. (A.40)

Obviously, ∆BOS = B∗OS −BOS.966

Heartwood biomass carbon change of “other”. The new heartwood biomass

carbon of “other” (B∗OH) is allometrically defined as

B∗OH = λ∗H ·B∗TH, (A.41)

where

λ∗H = λ∗S =
m∗O
m∗T

(A.42)

is the ratio of “other” biomass to trunk biomass as derived from external967

allometries. Obviously, ∆BOH = B∗OH −BOH.968

Sapwood to heartwood conversion rate of “other”. Heartwood production

must satisfy net heartwood biomass growth (∆BOH) and make up for senes-

cence losses (SO BOH ∆t), while carbon supply is provided by the sapwood

pool (vO BOS ∆t) and by the labile storage pool (vO δS BOS ∆t) at no heart-

wood construction costs (CgHW = 1.00 ggluc g−1dw). Consequently, following
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(Ogle and Pacala, 2009, SI, Eq. (1F)),

vO

(
1 +

δS
CgHW

)
BOS ∆t = ∆BOH + SO BOH ∆t. (A.43)

A.4 Physiological tree states969

In case a MeanTree is subject to excessive competition for light and its

annual photosynthetic carbon uptake is insufficient to sustain maintenance

respiration and biomass regrowth caused by senescence in leaves, fine roots,

and coarse roots and branches (“other”), the MeanTree changes its physio-

logical status from “healthy” to “static”. In the “static” state, the MeanTree

has no radial trunk growth but only regrows the senescent biomass in leaves

and fine roots from Calloc ∆ t. The amount of carbon insufficient to regrow

all lost sapwood and heartwood “other” is extracted from the labile storage

pool (CS) and can be computed by

fCS CS = (SO + vO)BOS ∆t CgW
ζgluc
ζdw

− Calloc ∆t (1− fL − fR)
CgW

CgW + δW
.

(A.44)

In “healthy” trees, fCS = 0 yr−1. The first part of the right hand side is the970

hypothetical amount of carbon required for sapwood regrowth at costs CgW971

because of senescence and heartwood construction if all carbon for that came972

from CS. Recall that, other than from Calloc ∆t, sapwood construction from973

CS does not involve an additional share (δW ) to be stored in labile carbon974

(CS). Some carbon included in the first part of the right hand side, however,975

is already provided by Calloc ∆t and is represented by the second part of the976

right hand side. This amount does not need to be provided by CS. By using977

fCS CS from the labile storage pool, ∆BOH = ∆BOS = 0 and the tree can978

potentially survive in the “static” state for a few years after which the light979

situation might improve and allow the tree to return to the “healthy” state.980

Labile storage carbon from CS cannot be used for regrowth of leaves and fine981
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root biomass.982

If Calloc ∆t is not even enough to regrow senescence losses from leaves983

and fine roots only, then the tree switches to the “shrinking” state. In this984

state, leaves, fine roots, and “other” receive carbon from photosynthesis pro-985

portional to their respective demand in the “healthy” state for regrowth986

such that all captured carbon is used up. This means that the MeanTree987

loses biomass of leaves and fine roots, while the biomass in coarse roots and988

branches is regrown with the support from labile storage in CS. When CS989

becomes empty, the MeanTree dies and is removed from the stand. However,990

if before death the light situation improves, the MeanTree switches back to991

the “healthy” physiological state with no delay.992

A.5 Carbon transfers via thinning and cutting and short- and long-lasting993

wood products994

When a MeanTree in a stand is subject to thinning (partial removal) or995

cutting (complete removal), some tree carbon is transferred to the soil and996

wood products. Wood products with two different mean life times are con-997

sidered: pulpwood or bioenergy (WPS), represented via a short-lasting pool998

with fast turnover rate (0.3 yr−1); and long-lasting wood products (WPL),999

represented by a pool with slow turnover rate (0.02, yr−1). At the end of the1000

wood product’s lifetime, carbon returns from the wood-product module to1001

the atmosphere as CO2 emission. The turnover rates are taken from Pukkala1002

(2014, Table 4).1003

The allocation of carbon from trees to soil and wood products depends on1004

the tree’s species and size and hence its stem shape (taper curve) (Laasase-1005

naho, 1982, Eq. (33.1), parameters (41.1)). The stem is partitioned into saw1006

log, fibre and cutting residues depending on stem dimensions. We set the1007

minimum diameter and length for saw logs as 16.0 cm and 4 m, respectively,1008

while the minimum dimensions for fibre wood are 8 cm in diameter and 3 m1009

in length. The lowest 0.2 m of the stem is considered as stump.1010
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The carbon in saw logs is considered as long-lasting wood product and1011

is transferred to WPL, while fibre is considered a short-lasting wood prod-1012

uct and is transferred to WPS. All other material (residue, stump) from1013

“other” and the trunk is transferred to the CWD pool in the soil. The de-1014

cision not to consider harvesting of cutting residues to bioenergy might not1015

always be in line with current forestry practices and could be easily changed1016

to include part of residue carbon into the short-lasting wood products (WS).1017

While labile storage carbon associated to coarse roots and branches sapwood1018

(CS BOS/BS) is transferred to CWD, labile storage associated to trunk sap-1019

wood (CS BOS/BS) is split up between WPL, WPS analogous to BTS. All1020

carbon in leaves and fine roots (including associated labile storage) and car-1021

bon from the transient pool is transferred to the Litter pool.1022
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A.6 MeanTree state variables and parameters1023

Symbol Unit Description Source

r m tree radius at trunk base Section A.3.1

∆r m change of tree radius at trunk base dynamically solved for

rBH m radius at breast height Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (24))

dbh cm tree radius at breast height Section A.3.1

H m tree height Eq. (A.10), Näslund (1947), Siipilehto and Kangas

(2015)

GPP gC yr−1 carbon uptake by photosynthesis -

Calloc gC yr−1 available gC/yr for allocation to tree organs E/∆t− RM

RM gC yr−1 whole plant maintenance respiration ML +MR +MS

ML gC yr−1 maintenance respiration leaves Eq. (A.2)

MR gC yr−1 maintenance respiration fine roots analogous to ML

MS gC yr−1 maintenance respiration sapwood Eq. (A.5)

GL gC yr−1 growth respiration leaves Eq. (A.3)

GR gC yr−1 growth respiration fine roots analogous to GL

GOS,E gC yr−1 growth respiration sapwood from transient

carbon

Eq. (A.7)

GOS,CS
gC yr−1 growth respiration sapwood from labile stor-

age carbon

Eq. (A.9)

ηL CUE during leaf tissue growth Eq. (A.4)

ηR CUE during fine root tissue growth analogous to ηL
ηW CUE during sapwood production Eq. (A.8)

ηHW CUE during heartwood production fixed to 1

HTH m height of trunk heartwood section Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (9)), corrected and

introduced capturing of equalities

LA m2 total leaf area SLABL

VT m3 trunk volume Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (9))

VTH m3 volume of trunk heartwood section Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (14)), introduced cap-

turing of equalities

VTS m3 volume of trunk sapwood Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (15))

SW m width (or depth) of sapwood at trunk base Section A.3.5, Helmisaari et al. (2007), Sellin (1994)

C∗
S ggluc maximum amount of labile carbon stored in

sapwood

Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (5))

B∗
S gdw biomass of ’living’ sapwood Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (29))

BS gC biomass of bulk sapwood BOS + BTS

δS
ggluc
gdw

concentration of labile carbon storage of bulk

sapwood

Eq. (A.23), Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (7))

ρW
gdw
m3 density of newly produced sapwood Eq. (A.34)

δW
ggluc
gdw

maximum labile carbon storage capacity of

newly produced sapwood

Eq. (A.36), Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (6))

BT gC biomass of trunk BTH + BTS +
BTS
BS

CS

mX gdw allometrically derived biomass of tree organ

X

based on Eq. (A.12)

λS ratio of “other” sapwood to trunk sapwood Eq. (A.39)

λH ratio of “other” heartwood to trunk heart-

wood

Eq. (A.39)

vT yr−1 sapwood to heartwood conversion rate of

trunk

Eq. (A.29), Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (2))

vO yr−1 sapwood to heartwood conversion rate of

coarse roots and branches

Eq. (A.43), Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (1F))

fL partitioning from transient pool to leaves Section A.3.3, Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (1A))

fR partitioning from transient pool to fine roots Section A.3.4, Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (1B))

fT partitioning from transient pool to trunk Section A.3.5, Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (31C))

fO partitioning from transient pool to coarse

roots and branches

Section A.3.6, Ogle and Pacala (2009, SI, Eq. (1E))

fCS
fraction of CS used to regrow “other” sap-

wood

Eq. (A.44)

Table A.2: Tree module variables. Units are per single tree.
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Scots pine

Symbol Value Unit Description Source

SLA 6.162 m2

kgdw
specific leaf area Goude et al. (2019)

RmL 0.950
ggluc
gdw

yr−1 maintenance respiration rate of

leaves

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

RmR 0.750
ggluc
gdw

yr−1 maintenance respiration rate of fine

roots

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

RmS 0.063
ggluc
gdw

yr−1 maintenance respiration rate of sap-

wood

Lavigne and Ryan (1997, Table 5,

northern)

SL 0.200 yr−1 senescence rate of leaves Muukkonen (2005, Table 3)

SR 0.811 yr−1 senescence rate of fine roots Pukkala (2014, Table 2)

SO 0.040 yr−1 senescence rate of coarse roots and

branches

Vanninen and Mäkelä (2005, Ta-

ble 1); also following simulations for

coarse roots, Eq. (10) leads to 0.06

for branches, we took one of the two

ρRL 0.670 fine root-to-leaf biomass ratio Pukkala (2014, Table 2)

ηB 0.045 relative height at which trunk

transitions from a neiloid to a

paraboloid

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

ηC 0.710 relative height at which trunk tran-

sitions from a paraboloid to a cone

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2,

called η)

γX 0.620 xylem conducting area to sapwood

area ratio

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

γC 2.650e+05
ggluc

m3 maximum storage capacity of living

sapwood cells

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

γW 6.670e-07 m3

gdw
(inverse) density of sapwood struc-

tural tissue

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

SWa 18.800 numerator parameter for sapwood

width model

Sellin (1994, Eq. 2)

SWb 60.0 denominator parameter for sap-

wood width model

Sellin (1994, Eq. 2)

HWslope 0.480 slope value for heartwood width line Sellin (1994, Fig. 1)

ρWmax 5.500e+05
gdw
m3 maximum density of newly pro-

duced sapwood

computed to keep δW positive

ρWmin
2.800e+05

gdw
m3 minimum wood density empirical parameter after some

testing

dbhM 4.0 cm for dbh < dbhM the allometrically

derived wood density is assumed to

be useless

empirical parameter after some

testing

δL 0.110
ggluc
gdw

labile carbon storage capacity of

leaves

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

δR 0.080
ggluc
gdw

labile carbon storage capacity of

fine roots

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

CgL 2.442
ggluc
gdw

construction costs of producing

leaves

Ryan et al. (1997, p.878) states that

leaf construction costs were 28/15 ·
0.25 (of leaf NPP)

CgR 1.597
ggluc
gdw

construction costs of producing fine

roots

Ryan et al. (1997, Table 4) and

some empirical adaptation

CgHW 1.0
ggluc
gdw

construction costs of converting

heartwood from labile sapwood (ac-

tually: no costs)

missing in Ogle and Pacala (2009)

(causing a unit mismatch)

CgW 1.558
ggluc
gdw

construction costs of producing sap-

wood

Lavigne and Ryan (1997, Table 5,

northern), we add 1.0 because for

us growth is not part of the factor

to multiply with

Table A.3: Scots pine parameters.
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Norway spruce

Symbol Value Unit Description Source

SLA 5.020 m2

kgdw
specific leaf area Goude et al. (2019)

RmL 0.950
ggluc
gdw

yr−1 maintenance respiration rate of

leaves

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

RmR 0.750
ggluc
gdw

yr−1 maintenance respiration rate of fine

roots

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

RmS 0.077
ggluc
gdw

yr−1 maintenance respiration rate of sap-

wood

Lavigne and Ryan (1997, Table 5,

northern)

SL 0.100 yr−1 senescence rate of leaves Muukkonen and Lehtonen (2004)

SR 0.868 yr−1 senescence rate of fine roots Pukkala (2014, Table 2)

SO 0.013 yr−1 senescence rate of coarse roots and

branches

Muukkonen and Lehtonen (2004)

ρRL 0.250 fine root-to-leaf biomass ratio Pukkala (2014, Table 2)

ηB 0.045 relative height at which trunk

transitions from a neiloid to a

paraboloid

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

(pine parameter)

ηC 0.710 relative height at which trunk tran-

sitions from a paraboloid to a cone

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2,

called η) (pine parameter)

γX 0.620 xylem conducting area to sapwood

area ratio

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

(pine parameter)

γC 2.650e+05
ggluc

m3 maximum storage capacity of living

sapwood cells

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

(pine parameter)

γW 6.670e-07 m3

gdw
(inverse) density of sapwood struc-

tural tissue

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

(pine parameter)

SWa 18.800 numerator parameter for sapwood

width model

Sellin (1994, Eq. 2)

SWb 60.0 denominator parameter for sap-

wood width model

Sellin (1994, Eq. 2)

HWslope 0.480 slope value for heartwood width line Sellin (1994, Fig. 1)

ρWmax 5.500e+05
gdw
m3 maximum density of newly pro-

duced sapwood

computed to keep δW positive

ρWmin
2.800e+05

gdw
m3 minimum wood density empirical parameter after some

testing

dbhM 4.0 cm for dbh < dbhM the allometrically

derived wood density is assumed to

be useless

empirical parameter after some

testing

δL 0.110
ggluc
gdw

labile carbon storage capacity of

leaves

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

(pine parameter)

δR 0.080
ggluc
gdw

labile carbon storage capacity of

fine roots

Ogle and Pacala (2009, Table 2)

(pine parameter)

CgL 2.442
ggluc
gdw

construction costs of producing

leaves

Ryan et al. (1997, p.878) states that

leaf construction costs were 28/15 ·
0.25 (of leaf NPP)

CgR 1.601
ggluc
gdw

construction costs of producing fine

roots

Ryan et al. (1997, Table 4) and

some empirical adaptation

CgHW 1.0
ggluc
gdw

construction costs of converting

heartwood from labile sapwood (ac-

tually: no costs)

missing in Ogle and Pacala (2009)

(causing a unit mismatch)

CgW 2.202
ggluc
gdw

construction costs of producing sap-

wood

Lavigne and Ryan (1997, Table 5,

northern), we add 1.0 because for

us growth is not part of the factor

to multiply with

Table A.4: Norway spruce parameters.
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A.7 Soil module1024

As described in Section 2.1.3, the soil module describes soil carbon dy-1025

namics in a minimalist way, using a three-pool model representing a fast1026

decomposing litter pool (Litter), a slowly decomposing coarse woody debris1027

pool (CWD), and a soil organic carbon pool (SOC) with fixed decomposi-1028

tion and fraction parameters (Table A.5) derived from Hyvönen and Ågren1029

(2001), Peltoniemi et al. (2004) and Koven et al. (2013). A schematic of the1030

soil component is shown in Fig. A.4 and next to it is a description of the1031

associated natural fluxes, not caused by management actions. The turnover1032

rate of Litter is set to 0.43 yr−1 and 50 % of the decomposed carbon is trans-1033

ferred to SOC, while the other 50 % return as heterotrophic respiration to the1034

atmosphere. The CWD pool behaves similarly with a turnover rate equal to1035

0.056 yr−1 with 50 % transfer to SOC and 50 % respiration. Decomposition1036

of SOC by heterotrophs happens at a rate equal to 0.023 yr−1 in order to1037

match SOC stocks in Peltoniemi et al. (2004, Table 5), and contributes to1038

CO2 emissions to the atmosphere.1039

Symbol Value Unit Description Source

kLitter 0.438 yr−1 total Litter turnover rate Hyvönen and Ågren (2001, Table 2)

fLitter 0.500 yr−1 Litter respiration fraction Koven et al. (2013, Fig. 2)

kCWD 0.056 yr−1 total CWD turnover rate Hyvönen and Ågren (2001, Table 2)

fCWD 0.500 yr−1 CWD respiration fraction Koven et al. (2013, Fig. 2)

kSOC 0.023 yr−1 respiration rate SOC defined to match SOC stocks in Peltoniemi

et al. (2004, Table 5)

Table A.5: Soil module parameters.
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Figure A.4: The soil carbon module.

External output fluxes

• Litter↗: fLitter · kLitter · Litter

• CWD↗: fCWD · kCWD · CWD

• SOC↗: kSOC · SOC

Internal fluxes

•
∑
i

SL,i·BL,i+SR,i·BR,i → Litter

•
∑
i

SO,i ·(BOS,i+BOH,i)→ CWD

• Litter → SOC: (1 − fLitter) ·
kLitter · Litter

• CWD → SOC: (1 − fCWD) ·
kCWD · CWD

Part B Model parameterization and forcing1040

B.1 Environmental conditions1041

Climatic conditions refer to those for the years from 2000 to 2019 for1042

Hyytiälä SMEAR II-station (retrieved from avaa-database, located in1043

data/forcing/FIHy_forcing_1997_2019.dat, retrieval date 03/11/2020),1044

after removal of the linear trends. The conditions are repeated to cover the1045

whole spinup and simulation periods.1046

B.2 Carbon dynamics parameters1047

Parameters for the photosynthesis module, the soil module, and the wood1048

products were taken from literature (Table A.1, Table A.5, Section A.5). The1049

species-specific parameters are listed in Tables A.3 and A.4. When species-1050

specific parameters for spruce were not available, values for pines were used1051

also for spruce (e.g., labile storage capacities of leaves (δL) and roots (δR), and1052
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the sapwood parameters γ). A small number of species-specific parameters1053

were subject to numerical investigation. Construction costs for producing1054

fine roots were based Ryan et al. (1997, Table 4) and adjusted to make the1055

model match annual radial growth from literature (Repola 2009, Table 3;1056

see Fig. D.1), which is possible because lower root respiration makes more1057

carbon available for trunk growth. Parameters associated to the density of1058

newly grown sapwood (ρWmin
, ρWmax , dbhM) were empirically chosen to keep1059

the overall wood density close to values reported in (Repola, 2006, Fig. 4),1060

while making sure that the maximum labile carbon storage capacity (δW )1061

is nonnegative at all times. The ratio of fine roots to leaves biomass (ρRL)1062

generally depends on soil fertility. The chosen values (Pukkala, 2014, Table 2)1063

were subject to major investigation in order to match annual radial trunk1064

growth (Repola 2009, Table 3; see Fig. D.1) and indicate, at least for pine, a1065

rather low soil fertility (Vanninen and Mäkelä, 2005, Table 1).1066
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Part C Model spinup1067

Model spinup initializes the stand structure and tree, soil and wood prod-1068

uct pools for use in the management scenarios. We used a three-stage spinup1069

to reach reasonable equilibrium pool sizes. First, a uniform pine stand with1070

one MeanTree was initiated assuming empty tree, soil and wood-product1071

pools. Initial tree dbh = 1.0 cm and N = 2000 ha−1. As the MeanTree1072

reached a height of 3.0 m a pre-commercial thinning was performed, to re-1073

duce N to 1500 ha−1. When the stand basal area (SBA) reached 25 m2 ha−11074

the stand was thinned to SBA = 18 m2 ha−1. A clear cut was done after 80 yr,1075

the trees in the stand were replanted and the same simulation ran for another1076

80 yr. After the second clear cut at 160 yr, the average of photosynthetically1077

derived carbon input, fluxes between the pools, and the pool sizes relative1078

to the last 50 yr were used to compute a pseudo-equilibrium of the carbon1079

stocks in the system (Metzler and Sierra, 2018). These values then served as1080

initial stocks (soil and wood products) for the second identical 160 yr spinup.1081

The subsequent pseudo-equilibrium soil and wood-product stocks were then1082

used as the starting point for the third and last spinup stage, and carbon age1083

distributions were computed from another pseudo-equilibrium based on the1084

last 50 yr. The last spinup stage runs for another 160 yr and starts with four1085

pine MeanTrees, each with dbh = 1.0 cm and representing Ni = 375 trees1086

per hectare (i.e., a stand density of N = 1500 ha−1 ). The first MeanTree1087

was cut and replanted after 20 yr and 100 yr, the second one after 40 yr and1088

120 yr, the third one after 60 yr and 140 yr, and the fourth one after 80 yr.1089

This creates a mixed-aged pine forest, whose carbon stocks are in a reason-1090

able equilibrium with a net carbon balance close to zero (−0.8 kgC m−2),1091

as can be seen from Fig. 3C and Table 2 (INCB, mixed-aged pine, Entire1092

system). The final conditions are used as the common starting point for all1093

management scenarios.1094
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Part D Model benchmarking1095

For a more in-depth test of the model’s biomass predictions, we compare1096

it to the external allometric functions based on dbh. The statistical allo-1097

metric relationships for the biomasses of tree organs depend on one single1098

dbh value. The different presented management scenarios, however, consist1099

of differently sized MeanTrees with the external allometric relations applied1100

to each of them separately. Consequently, we ran two ad hoc single-species1101

(pine, spruce) simulations with a single MeanTree each, comparing the tree1102

organs’ biomasses from the two simulations with its associated external statis-1103

tical allometries. In this way we guarantee that leaf biomass follows perfectly1104

the observations (Fig. D.2A), which is expected because the MeanTree’s leaf1105

biomass is directly defined by the allometric equation depending on its di-1106

ameter at breast height. Fine root biomass is perfectly defined by a fixed1107

fine root-to-leaf biomass ratio (ρRL). We test discrepancies in the modelled1108

and observed biomasses of other organs.1109

The density of newly produced sapwood is dynamically adapted in the1110

model in order to follow the predicted trunk wood biomass, and we can see1111

a perfect match Fig. D.2B. Because the biomass of coarse roots and living1112

branches is linked to trunk biomass via a dynamic factor λ (Eq. A.39), this1113

perfect match carries over to the biomass of living branches and coarse roots1114

(“other”, Fig. D.2C) and in turn to total tree biomass (Fig. D.2D, without1115

fine roots).1116
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Figure D.1: Radial growth of the two even-aged single-species scenarios. The dark solid
graph indicates the radial growth (∆ dbh/2) over the last five years, averaged over all trees
in the stand according to the respective management scenario. The dashed horizontal line
marks the mean value, the dark gray area the standard deviation around the mean, and
the light gray area the range between the minimum and maximum values of the stand
inventory data described in Repola (2009, Table 3).
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Figure D.2: Model accuracy with respect to external allometries. Different tree organs’
carbon content over time (solid lines) and their statistical counterparts as derived from
Repola and Ahnlund Ulvcrona (2014), Repola (2009) and Lehtonen (2005) (dots), based
on the diameter at breast height of the single-tree simulations for benchmarking.
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Part E Supplementary figures1117

Figure E.1: Time series of carbon in MeanTrees. Different panels show different manage-
ment scenarios. 70



Figure E.2: Temporal evolution of short-lasting and long-lasting wood production, car-
bon sequestration and climate change mitigation potential metrics for mixed-aged pine
scenarios with different tree densities (N). A) Cumulative short-lasting wood-product
yield carbon (YS , Eq. (5)). B) Cumulative long-lasting wood-product yield carbon (YS ,
Eq. (5)). C) Total carbon stock including trees, soil, and wood products. D) Integrated
Inputs Transit Time (IITT, Eq. (8)).
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Figure E.3: Reineke’s rule self-thinning rule (dashed lines) and the thinning in different
management scenarios (solid lines). A) even-aged pine, B) even-aged spruce.
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